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o'They said to one another, "come, ret us make bricks and

bake them hard; o'come," they said o'l-et us build ourselves

a city and a tower with its tops in the heavens, and make

a name for ourserves, or we sharr be dispersed arl over

the Earth. "

Genesis 11, 3-5



Chapter One: Introduction

Politics is reaction. rn the modern poritical
arena, government action too often fo110ws only when a

consensus develops over a perceived situation.
Governments act when they feel they must, when they sense

a need for a certain potiticar response to a subject of
conìmon concern.

In an era of ideological drift, when there is no

over*riding philosophy to guide the government, no faith
in a certain course, resorutery forrowed, which wirr read

to a promised land, the state appears more willing to
Lhrow out programs designed to respond to certain specific
situations. We live in a period of ,,let,s-try-this,'

politics where certain ideas calred "special projects,'are
run up the frag pole to see how they will survive media

inspection, affected interests, opposition attacks and

problem resorution. *Nev¡ employment initiatives" are

constantly being introduced, as are concepts for capital
gains exemptions, fíIm production investment incentives,
or technology research grants. The r9B5 rncome Tax Act,
published in its fifty-fifth edition, now numbers 3,20L
pages and has 259 separate sections. Most of these

sections are designed to address specific gaps in our

economy or to o'encourage" economic direction one $ray or

another, often in conflicting fashion.
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How does this pattern of constant shift in
priority affect government management? Is the policy and

Expenditure Management System (PEMS), with its emphasis on

limits, order, review, and rational decision-making out of
step with constant demand for "special attention,, to
particular projects deemed to be of immediate political
importance? How well can PEMS respond to the government's

demand for rapid program introduction and the selective
acceleration of certain measures in order to maximize

fiscal and political returns?

This thesis explores the concept of "public
priority management" as demonstrated in the Special

Recovery Capital Projects Program (SRCPP), ân initiative
introduced in the federal budget of April lgth, 1983.1

The phrase is coined to describe an ad hoc management

system which largely by-passes the checks and balances

inherent in PEMS to rapidly implernent a government

program. The emphasis is not on a rational weighing of

options or alternatives to frame policy, but rather to

deliver a clear expression of government wit1. The

priority is on action, not on reflection.
In a limited yet tangible wây, public priority

management gives evidence of the malleable nature of
government organization discussed in Peter Aucoin's

article "Organizational Change in the Machinery of

Canadian Government: From Rational Management to



Brokerage Politics".2
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Prof. Aucoin argued that
government management reflected the leadership style of
the Prime Minister, and noted that recent streamlining of
both the PEMS and the cabinet committees reflects the

one-to-one, centralized involvement approach favoured by

Mr. Mulroney, ât least in the early years of his
2government." Similarly, a new structure was developed

for the SRCPP more appropriate to the wholly political
objectives of the cabinet. The key point is that
organizational changes were made to facilitate an

expressed government purpose.

Attention will be focused on two specific
management techniques designed to facilitate the rapid

resolution of program objectives. These two techniques

are:

(1) the "fast-track" approvals concept, and;

(2> the centralized oosecretariat" authority.
How did these two complementary ideas work, and how did

they serve to accelerate the standard system of government

management? Can these concepts be readily utilized for
any priority project, or perhaps even used to speed*up the

PEMS system? What are the problems with this system of

priority management, and can the SRCPP experience teach us

better ways of implementing accelerated programs? What

tensions emerge between a centralized o'management ce11"
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and loca1 departmental authorities? Can public priority
management work in the Goverment of Canada?

These questions will be explored in the thesis
through interviews with SRCPP and other officials, through

examination of SRCPP documents and reports, and through a

canvass of relevant academic literature. The objective
will be to uncover and relate the rationale behind

priority management, ât least as far as it was evidenced

in the SRCPP. It is hoped that this study will add to our

understanding of how government truly works and how the

political objectives of governing will sometimes demand a

creative managerial response from the federal bureaucracy

in order to circumvent the rigidíties of the PEMS system.

The Concept

fn the budget of April 19th, 1983,

Minister Marc Lalonde pledged the Government

a fi2.4 billion public works program known as
Á,

SRCPP"' This initiative was part of a series

Finance

of Canada to

the

of

"special recovery" ideas in this "special recovery" budget

designed to meet the "two central and inseparable goals"

Mr. Lalonde held out as most important in his speech to

the House of Commons on budget night. He described these

twin goals as follows:
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*rhe first is to make sure that recent stirringsof growth pervade the whore economy as quickly aspossibte. The second is to make the reðorrery adurable one by beginning immediatery to create
the conditions required for sustained growth and
development during the rest of the eighties.',5
The Finance Minister proposed to meet these

objectives through a $¿"9 billion special Recovery program

which would o'spur recovery and restore as quickly as

possibre the economy's capacity to generate the new jobs

Canadians need.6

This "special recoveryo, program arose out of a

perception that the canadian economy courd shake off the
lethargy of stagflation if only there was an increase in
real investment. Private sector investment had falren to
about #Ag.zS billion in the year preceding the ApriI,
r983, budget down significantly from pre-recession revels
of some $se.3 billion in 19g1.7 while the,.six and

five" program (and a variety of internationar factors,
principally the growth of the American economy) had

reduced the rate of inflation to 5.9 per cent annually at

the time of the budget, the economy of canada had yet to
respond in any significant way" Gross Nationar product

vías $gSZ billion in 1982, compared with |$Sgg billion in
1981 and #297 birrion in 1980, for an average rear growth

rate of 3 per cent.8

A further issue on the mind of the Minister of
Finance was the size of the federar deficit. Mr. Laronde

estimated the 1982-83 deficit at about $25.3 birrion at

the time of the budget, though it was in fact to reach

some #24.4 biltion for this period.9 The government was
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anxious not to add to this burden and tried to structure
the special Recovery Program as an u'incentive producing"

measure in which government investment would read to much

greater investment by the private sector. rn this way the
program was, in economist parlance, o,counter-cyclicalo',

meaning that it was designed to spur investment at the row

point of a business cycle.

These budget initiatives did, of course, have a

further, political motive. The Liberal government stood

at 27 per cent of electoral support in the Gal1up pol1s at

the time of the budget, and an election was clearly no

more than eighteen to twenty-four months 
"*"y. 

I0 The

Ã,priI, 1983 budget needed to have a significant political
component. It needed to be perceived as a *blueprint for
recovery" which the government courd point to as a vehicle
f or leading the country out of its economic r^roes. More

importantly, the government had to appear to be doing

something both creative and effective, which, in the eyes

of the people, was at least a "good thing, to combat the
poor economy. The Liberal government was determined to
hold on to its traditional reputation as *effective

managers of the economy", and to out-flank the criticisms
of the Progressive Conservative opposition, which enjoyed

a 52 per cent level of support even before the second

coming of Brian Mulroney. ll The Liberals were

determined to deflate the economic performance issue, to
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create the impression in the minds of canadian voters that
ít the economy $ras sluggish the Government of canada had

done all it responsibly could.

such were the heavy economic and poriticar stakes

vested in the Special Recovery program. Half of the
program, worth fi2.4 billion, was ca1led the Special

Recovery rncentives for private rnvestment. rt included

the withdrawal of limitations on the investment tax
credit, a bonus calculated to be worth Í$I.3 biIlion, and,

in addition, two "temporary Speciat Recovery', charges to

the tax credit system. The first, càlled the Special

Recovery Refundabre rnvestment rax credit was designed to
promote immediate off-setting for small businesses, while
the second, the Special Recovery Share-purchase Tax

credit, was designed to promote the issuance of new equity
by alrowing the purchasers of new conìmon shares to claim
25 per cent of their investment in later tax years. The

Minister of Finance calcurated that these two tax credits
hrere worth some l$e¿o mitrion over four years in terms of
foregone revenue that the government would otherwise

.12rece].ve "

Two further investment promoting measures rounded

off this portion of the April, 1983 budget. The Special

Recovery fnvestment Fund was bank-ro1Ied with $gOO million
"to bring onstream major private investment projects with
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special national, regional or sectoral importance,.13

rt may be noted that this program has remarkably similar,
if broader, goals to that of the sRcpp. Both programs had

the further conìmon attribute of providing opportunities to
announce government funding initiatives alr across the
country. rt was an opportunity exploited both by the Hon.

Donard J. Johnston, Minister of state for Economic and

Regional Development and responsible for the SRCpp, and

the Hon. Ed Lumley, Minister of Industry, Trade and

Commerce, head of the Investment Fund.14

Finally, the Special Recovery Export Financing

Fund provided the Export Devetopment Council with an

additionar $rao mitlion to "seek out export opportunities
more aggressivery" and to support the efforts of canadian

exporters. This support incruded government investment in
attractive private sector exporting sch"*es. 15

Yet these individual measures, impressive as they

were in the hundreds of millions of dolrars comrnitted to

them, paled in comparison to the Special Recovery Capital
Projects Program. This program was the jewel of the

April, I983 budget, the initiative with the greatest

investment of both government monies and partisan
political hopes to encourage a more responsive Canadian

economy and electorate. Whether the action was more than

a symbolic gesture for psychological and short-term
political purposes rather than a meaningful counter-

cyclical action remained to be seen.
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The SRCPP T¡ras, simply put, a major federal
government building project. The idea was to wholly fund
a series of localized projects across canada ot a capital
nature in the hope that such activity wourd spur further
investment and production from the private sector. rt was

an experiment in economic o'ripple effect" in which the
infusion of taxpayers' dolrars would read inexorably to a

new season of private and broad prosperity, just what, it
was believed, the Canadian economy of the spring of IgB3

needed.

The rhetoric of the budget speech rang with
boasts as to the impact and importance of the sRcpp. The

Government of Canada, declared Mr. Lalonde, had committed
16-

#2.2 billion' ror prolects oospecially selected and

designed" to "buiId, expand or improve pubtic facilities
that directly support private sector expansion and

(facilitate) the steady improvement of our economic

performance essential for recovery,.rT rn the Finance

Minister's rush to elaborate, or in his speech writer's
over-enthusiasm, the program was described to the House of
commons with words those running the sRcpp would soon come

to regret:

"More than a hundred projects have been
selected. They are in the advanced planning
stage. All have a lead time to start-up of less
than six months. Work on most of them wi1l start
this spring or early summer. Canadians will be
working on Special Recovery Capital projects
sites in all parts of the country. Earth wilt be
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moved, steel will be rigged and concrete will bepoured in the coming months to implement thoseprojects. Canadian firms wiIl start gettinq
orders for the wide range of goods and services
required to complete them - construction
materials and engineering services, planes andships, advanced electronic and taboratorv
equipment, to mention just a few.'18
rt sounded like an interventionist's dream! Here

was good government in action, üsing wearth to create
wealth, and through wealth, setf-sufficiency. It was

classic Keynesianism in approach, with a touch of
self-restraint for the Big GovernmenL,-wary and

deficit-conscious Eighties. Money wourd be thrown at a

problem, but for the purpose of generating a private
sector response and not for providing a state-led
solution. fn this sense the SRCpp promised to be a

perfect prototype of the "New Liberarism,/Neo-Democrat"

style of government policy - a program designed to read

the private sector to a healthier, more just economy

without laying alt the burden on the shoulders of
government. And while the expenditure was in truth modest

compared to the $120 billion federal budget, the

expectations for total new spending inspired by this
program were considerable. The expectations were soon to
give way to a more circumspect reality.

But the SRCPP was also "a program in a hurry',, to

borrow a phrase later used by the concept's chief
promoter, R.V. Hession, Deputy-Minister of Supp1y and
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services. The sRcpp came equipped with a very specific
time-tabre for the express purpose of getting the funds

"out there" in the shortest possible time. The government

wanted not only to build these various capital projects
but also to positively influence the entire canadian

macro-economic environment" The fa1l-off in domestic

investme.rtl9*as believed to be a temporary measure

before the normar business cycle would pick-up in two or
three y."r".20 The economic purpose of the sRCpp was to
compensate for this short-fall in private sector
investment during this "dohrn period,, with the hope of
creating an immediate incentive for other investment, thus

"speeding-up" the return to normal, productive 1evels of
capital outray. Further, the government was anxious to
avoid any "squeezing out" of existing private sector
investment which might occur if the infrux of Federar

dollars was drawn out over too long a period and thus

conflict with the business cycre. The concern was that
too much government expenditure, combined with high
private sector investment, wourd result in a new bout of
higher inflation. Thip higher inflation would devalue the

impact of all the investment, leaving a f inal resul_t of
minimal real growth. nnWe had a very specif ic window of

opportunity, " comments Greg Traversey, the Director of the
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Economic Development Division of the Department of Finance

and the author of Mr. Laronde's word,s regarding the sRcpp

in the April, 1983 budget. *we were concerned about

squeezing-out¡ útrê were concerned about maximizíng net
impact, which meant we had to move quickly.,2L

This demand for 'omoving quickly" ted to the
introduction of the "fast track" innovations. The

Minister of Finance was equally eloquent in describing how

the sRcPP wourd be translated rapidly from concept to
reality:

"There will be no red tape and no delays. AIIprojects are being put on a .f ast track,, to
ensure they start on time, progress as planned,
and are completed as quickly as possible. AII
applicable government planning, approval,
tendering and other procedures are being
streamlined to facilitate fast-tracking. AlI
departments and agencies are being instructed togive priority attention to the swift
implementation of the projects for which they areresponsibre, within-the cost estimates that have
been estabIished."22

Mr. Laronde also announced that the Minister of state for
Economic and Regional Development would, as was noted

above, be responsible for the program, assisted by two new

bodies. A speciar committee of cabinet would manage the
scheme as advised by a special Recovery capital projects

Board made up of senior pan-departmental officials. The

Board's mandate was "t,o coordinate the management of and

execution of projects on time and on budget".23 The

entire operation wourd be supported by a central secretar-
iat responsible directly to Mr. Johnston.
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The SCRPP was also designed to meld nicely with
the other theme of the budget, namely deficit
containment. The entire Speciat Recovery program,

including $700 mirrion in new money arlocated to the sRcpp

IÀras to be funded by a new Special Recovery Tax. The

repeated use of this key phrase v¡as becoming stightly
Orwellian in tone, but the rationale of the Department of
Finance was simply to create an easily recognized ,'theme

package" which would reinforce the government,s purpose.

In keeping with this spirit the government delayed the

imposition of this tax "so as not to impede the recovery

in its early stages ' .24 The tax amounted to a one per

cent increase in the general manufacturer, s sales tax,
from 9 per cent to 10 per cent, and an additional one

percentage point increase in the sales tax for
construction materials, alcoholic beverages and

tobacco.25 The tax came into effect on october Ist,
1984 and, again in keeping with the "temporary emergency

measuresno concept of the budget, would remain in effect
only unt i I December 3lst , 19 88 .26

Yet in direct contrast to the cool calculation
and rational plan-making image the government tried to
project about the Special Recovery Program, its
introduction was marred by one of the biggest faux-pas in
recent Budget Night history. Only the day before he was

to give his budget speech to the House of Commons, Finance
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Minister Lalonde exhibited an uncharacteristic lapse in
public judgement by displaying copies of his written text
in front of news cameras. one of the reporters clearry
recorded a number of figures Mr. Laronde had displayed,
thus breaching the important tradition of budget secrecy.
The evening ner^rs reports of April r8th, L9g3 were furl of
specific references to altocations for new programs, tax
hikes and deficit projections. opposition critics calred
for Mr. Lalonde's resignation in the face of this bratant
leak, charging that the Finance Minister had undermined

the government's credibility by giving the markets time to
react and prepare for the coming fiscal policy changes.

whether all this was a tempest in a teapot is besides the

point; more important is how it affected the SRCpp.

How Mr. Lalonde responded to this situation gave

many of those who believe in rational, slow-moving

government process reason to pause. fn less than

twenty-four hours the budget was changed. The government

allocated an additional $200 million to the Special

Recovery Capital Projects Program. This change allowed

the Finance Minister to conclude that there was in fact no

true breach of budget secrecy because the figures he

announced in the Commons were different from those

released on the news " Thus the published figures of the

budget regarding the SRCPP indicate a #2"2 billion
commitment, while the true amount actually allocated to
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the program rÁras 62.4 bilt íor-.27 This change did
considerable harm to the SRCpp from the outset, and forced
program officials into a last-minute scramble of how to
spend l$2OO milliorr.28

ft was surprisingly easy for the government to
make this last*minute addition of such a considerabte
amount of money. David Mccracken, senior Assistant
secretary, Program Branch at the Treasury Board recarrs
that the government "simply increased the amount being
brought forward from long-term departmentar capital
projects and added the totat to the SRCpp banner.

Previously, SRCpp was made up of Í$7OO miltion in new

monies, funded by new sales tax increases, and $f.S
billion of existing monies f rom departmentaI',A¡¡ bases.

The amount was simply increased to |$r.7 birrion by the
Cabinet, thus raising the overall total to fi2.4

birrion".29 Greg Traversey notes that o'the $r.s bitlion
figure was essentially arbitrary. A Íüzoo mirtion increase

in the scope of the entire program was considered
"0manageable . "'

It is essential to understand that this $f. Z

billion represented an acceleration of planned government

spending over the next several years. ,.Why wait for
spring, do it now" became the governmentos policy in this
bid to spend money in the depths of recession, in order to
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influence the business cycIe. The cabinet proposed a

ceiling of say $t"5 birlion - or $r.z billion in monies

that would be "brought forward,' or freed up from the
rong-range prans of departments to spend capital funds on,

for example, airport improvements and the green light was

given to spend it now. l$700 mirlion was added to the pot

and the whole procedure wourd have to go through a centraL
authority and the accepted projects meet some program

criteria, but essentiarly two-thirds of the sRcpp funding
involved the re-shuffling of paper figures. In theory,
the future spending plans of departments would be

curtailed because their need for certain capital projects
would be satisfied. rn this context it is not difficurt
to see how $zoo million could be added to the program in
such short o.der.31

The #z.a billion atlocated to the SRCpp

represented 2"4 per cent of federar spending in the April,
2)1983 budget. -" Having examined the rationale for the

general concept of the program, it is instructive to now

look at the beginnings of the sRcpp and the sources which

influenced the selection of the priority management

techniques on which the government depended so greatly.

Oriqins of the SRCPP

The idea that was to become the Special Recovery

Capital Projects Program can be traced back to October,

1982 and Bob Weese, then Director of Government projects
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for the Ministry of state for Economic and Regional

Development (MSERD). The carr for hetp had gone out arong

the bureaucratic grapevine from the office of Mickey

cohen, then Deputy Minister of Finance, f.ox ideas for the
upcoming budget. weese was a former Executive Director of
the office of Federal-provinciar Relations for the
government of saskatchewan" He had watched with interest
the receding tide of expert support for mega-project

developments, such as the aluminium smelting project of
sterting Lyon in Manitoba.33 yet weese continued to
berieve in the varue of classic Keynesian government

spending in priming a sluggish econofty, an appreciation
strengthened by his experience in premier Blakeney.s
government. "rn saskatche!.ran it was no big deal to crank
up capitar spending,o'comments weese. "The question e¡as,

what was the most effective way to accomplish your goars?

In the federal scene, what was the best way to
spend?"34 As part of his duties at MSERD, Weese had

reviewed a very extensive cotlection of "wish listso.,
projects that all the government departments hoped to get

of.f the ground someday if they could only scrape together

the funding. These were in various stages of readiness

and merit and had not as yet survived the priority lists
of departments as they allocated monies toward more

pressing concerns.
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Mr " Weese hit upon the idea of bringing these
projects together in some form of common program. "rt
wourd be a big splash, widely feltno yet would have the
advantage, Weese says, of not relying on a single
commodity or a single industry as most mega-projects

do.35 Mr. Weese outlined this general concept,
promoting its counter-cycricat advantages, in a memo to
his immediate superior, Frank swift, Director of Economic

Planning (MSERD).

Swift was responsive to the idea, âs it seemed to
complement some of the work he was discussing with his
ferrow MSERD directors, Harry swain, Brian satley and

David Bond. Mr. swain, now Assistant secretary to the
cabinet for Economic and Regionar Deveropment, remembers

discussing the need for "a massive winter works program"

but there was 1ittle enthusiasm for short-term job

creation programs "r^rhere you wourd hire peopre to paint
church basements".36 a consensus developed around the
thought that, âs Swain recalls, o,if we,re going to spend

money, let's create something that will work for the
economy over the long-term. ,,3 7 Mr . weese , s memo

provided a framework for such thoughts.

By late-November , IgB2, Greg Traversey of the
Department of Finance became directry involved in freshing
out this concept. o'Finance was very concerned with the
down-turn in private sector investment. stimulus for
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investment had to be highlighted in the (upcoming) budget

to bring the country out of recession. o'38 Traversy
liked what he considered to be o'pararlerso'to the New DeaI

programs of Frankrin Delano Roosevelt in the united states
during the 1930'".39 Though Traversey is not overly
familiar with the details of the New Dea1, he felt that
the proposed program courd be a simirar o'product of its
times", a responsive of Keynesian nature to the economic

circumstances of the momerrt.40

At this point in its development, the program ÌÁ¡as

more radical than the model which finally emerged.

Serious consideration was given to the financing of
private projects, but this was ruled out as being overly
complex and potentially dangerous as a precedent.4l
Traversey also realized that this program would differ
substantially from any of the New Dear programs in that
this initiative would be of a specific time frame, with a

crear termination date. The idea was not to re-structure
an economic system, but merely to give it a boost, to
revel off this Iow period. 'we know that a turn-up was on

its way, and we conceived of the program as front-end
loaded to be effective now and trail off later .,42

Weese drew on another of his past experiences,

that of Assistant secretary to the saskatchewan cabinet to
herp outline the communication strategy of the program, an

essential component if senior officials and Cabinet
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Ministers were to buy it. He focused on the potentiar for
many individual projects, possibly over one hundred, which

could make the budget expenditures a concrete rearity in
many locaI communities. ooI,ots of speeches in lots of
locales, all focused on a centrar theme,oo remembers weese,

'I thought it could have positive political impact..43

The concept was formally presented to four key

senior officials in December, Ig82. Those four were

Mickey cohen, Deputy-Minister of Finance, wirtiam Teschke,

Deputy-Minister of MSERD, Jack Manion, Secretary to the
Treasury Board, and Gordon osbardeston, clerk of the privy

council and secretary to the cabinet. Their response was

positive, but cautious. The principal concern was oothe

condition of the universe of projects available" to such a

program, Weese recatIs.44 The idea was submitted to a

special sub-committee of cabinet chaired by Marc Laronde

for further discussion. Essentially this was the

so-called o'political cabinet", but its present purpose r^ras

to develop ideas for the upcoming budget. Members of this
sub-committee were:

Hon. Donald J" Johnston

Hon. Jean-Jacques Blais

Hon. Charles Caccia
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Hon. John Roberts

Hon. Al1an MacEachen

Hon" Yvon Pinard

Hon" Herb Gray

Hon. Romeo LeBlanc

Hon" Eugene WheIan

Hon. John Munro

Hon. Ed Lumley

Hon. Pierre DeBane

Hon. Francis Fox

Hon. Gerry Regan

Hon" Judy Erola

The Honourable Donald J. Johnston recalrs that
idea was received as,'making a he1l of a lot of
sense. "45 The sub-committee was anxious to find an

approach to the mounting unempl0yment and rack of new

investment situation, and this proposal seemed to offer a

"e¡e11-understood Keynesian mode1" says Mr. Johnston. The

cabinet Ministers especiarry seemed to like the program,s

potentiar for addressing the falr-off in the construction
industry and the regionar sensitivity of projects, he

remembers" Mr. Johnston also recarrs that Tom Axworthy ,

principal secretary to the prime Minister and many

Ministers believed the approach could have u'a 1ot of
psychological momentum and enormous potiticar benefits',
when combined with the u'six-and-Five" program as a further
measure to combat the recessio.r.46
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Bob Weese was also present at the meeting.
ooÏ,aronde made it crear that he wasn't going to tolerate
any f&***&* around on this program. He was very firm on

this from the very beginning..47 * If we were to make

this work" notes Mr. Johnston, o,hre couldn't undermine the
credibility of the projects."4B weese recarrs that t{r.
Lalonde oorealized the credibility of the program would be

called in questionn' and was determined to have strict
criteria for the serection of the projects.49 The

sub-committee gave the go-ahead to further consideration
of the idea, and referred the matter to a smarl committee

of Deputy-Ministers who were reviewing budget

initiatives. The committee hras chaired by Mr. Cohen, and

included Mr. Teschke, Mr. Manion and charres smith of
Transport" The sub-committee arso ordered that all work
on this program was to be done under the cover of budget

"."r."y.50

The New Deal and Bevond

rt may be worthwhile to pause at this juncture to
consider how such a major program advanced so far from so

humble a beginning. rs it rearry so easy to advance a

bilrion dollar-prus program? rs it true that alr you

rearly need is a sound idea and the opportunity to promote

it to influential peopre? This description of the initiat
stages of the sRcpp is culled from the only available
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source: those who were there. whire other influences
the PMo, the pco - may have played a part on the road that
led to that first meeting with the politicar cabinet, they
do noL appear to be significant.

It is also surprising to 1earn how little
intellectuat background was invested in this concept.
while both Mr. weese and Mr. Traversey are experienced
professionals in their respective fields, neither
emphasized in their recollection of these events any true
famiriarity with the history of the New Dear or riterature
on public capital project financing and its economic
impact. rndeed, aIt participants, including the Cabinet
Ministers, appear to have put their faith in a basic
understanding of Keynesian economics, particurarly the
concept of government intervention as a tool for
influencing the economy.

rn their insightful study of the New Dear, Harry
N. Scheiber, Harold G. Vatter and Harold Underwood

Faurkner's American Economic Historv, the authors describe
the trury desperate situation of the earry r93o,s in
America. Business production was down sixty per cent,
commodity prices had collapsed, exports were at their
lowest leveIs in thirty years, and fuIly one_quarter of
the labour force was unemproyed.5r Fourteen hundred

banks failed in 1932 alone, and, by the end of that year
twenty-one states had decrared moratoriums on private
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banking or banks erere operating under special
regurations.52 Financing for ongoing ventures was

armost impossible to secure. And while the New Dear is
widely perceived to be the introduction of a mixed economy

to the united states, it was acLualry designed to o,save

capitalism" .53

The "hundred days of decisionn' of president

Franklin Delano Roosevert, from March 9th to June l6th,
1933 was a cruciar psychological turnaround for the united
states. rn much the same way as the special sub-committee

of cabinet wanted to build on the "psychorogical momentum,,

of this new proposal, the New Deal was designed to
demonstrate resolve in the face of collapse, to offer an

approach and, more importantly, to offer hope. As

Scheiber and company note:

"it was not the legislation and the policies
alone that improved the economic situation
beginning in the second quarter of 1933; it was

in part the improvement of morale and the

restoration of confidence inspired by the

President's quick and able handling of the bank

crisis and his activity in attacking the

depression on many fronts. . , "54
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This impression of a unified, focused

simultaneously in many locations was a

the SRCPP.

approach operating

key aspiration of

The specific program of the New Deal which might
be considered an early infruence of the sRCpp was carred
the National f ndustrial Recovery Act (N.I.R.A. ) .

fntroduced in 1933, the initiative had two basic goals:
first, to introduce broad reguration over the private
sector, including the increasing of wages and the
shortening of work hours (these measures hrere decrared
unconstitutionat in May, r935 and the N. r.R.A. and its
administrative arm, the National Recovery Administration
(N.R.A.) were abolished). Second, the N.I.R.A. authorized
the injection of $S billion of federal monies to finance
public works.55 This amount was increased to $a. s

billion by 1935 with the creation of the pubric works

Administration. 56

rt is interesting to review a January At]', rg37

edition of Life magazine and get a sense of the tremendous

impact of this program. The magazine describes this
activity in a remarkabry similar fashion to that of the
words of Marc Lalonde in his Aprir, r9g3 budget speech

describing the SRCpp:

"Mountains were tunneled, rivers were dammed,
aqueducts were laid, canals were dug, battleships
$rere constructed, landmarks were restored, slums
erere cleared and 6,201 school houses were builtor repaired. Never bOd the country had such aconstruction spree ."57
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Among the hundreds of projects funded were the
Tennessee Va1Iey Authority, the Grand Coulee Dam, the
Manhattan midtown tunnels, a dinosaur park in south
Dakota, the Rio Grande flood channer, Los Angeles Junior
High School, the Navajo Tribat Capital, two aircraft
carriers, the Karamazoo courthouse, the Fort peck Dam and

the Fargo, North Dakota sewer system.58

The value of 6.5 bilrion American dorlars in Lg37

transrated into current canadian currency is too
staggering to calcutate. The scale of the sRcpp as an

economic instrument microscopes in comparison, but the
over-alr concept appears to be simirar. The American

situation in the 1930.s was more difficult, but both the
New Deal and the sRcpp looked to John Keynes' General

Theory of Employment, Interest and Money for guidance to
respond to a perceived economic crisis. rt is interesting
to note that the architects of the sRcpp did not closely
examine the New Deal experience of injecting such a

massive amount of money through so many separate projects
so quickly for instruction.

Neither were more recent experiences examined nor

even apparently considered" pat choate and susan warter
produced an excellent study on the contemporary benefits
of mounting a major public works program in 19gr calted
America in Ruins - Beyond the pubric works pork Barrel.
The paper focuses on 'the deteriorated condition of basic
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facilities that underpin the economy,' and the need to
radicarly improve these facirities as a foundation for
continued economic growth in the united states.59 The

authors call on the congress to prepare o,a capitar Budget

that proposes phased capitar investments matched to both
short-term cyclicar and long-term nationar economic

needs.o'60 This is one of the centrar goals of the sRcpp.

choate and warter are firm berievers in the
counter-cyclical impact of a concerted public works
program. They note that the united states has an annual_

public works budget of $aO biI1ion, but that such

investments "have long been made in a perverse
pro-cyclicar pattern" which contributed to high material
costs and spurred inflation, while worsening

under-utilization and recession during the lean
times.61 The authors conclude that even the $SS billion
annual federar public works expenditure "can exert major
economic stabilizing influences. Thus, it is both timely
and prudent to devise policies and administrative
techniques for managing pubric works investments in
anticipation of the economic cycle .*62

while the advice of choate and warter may not
have been rel-ied or, it appears that the originators of
the sRcPP shared with them many conmon perceptions.
whether this was common grounding in solid economic

principles or just plain good luck is difficult to sãy,
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but it seems crear that choate and htrarter would have

approved of the motivation and ambition of the sRcpp.

The Selection process

The small_ committee charged with the large
responsibility of transforming the sRcpp concept into a

concrete program had three immediate chalrenges: (1)

define the criteria for setecting projects ì (2) come up

with a package of appropriate projects, and (3) complete
both goars in one heck of a hurry. rt was now December,

l-982 and the budget wourd have to be ready for the spring
of 1983.

In meeting the first goa1, Cohen and his budget
preparation committee focused on the need for the rapid
launch of the projects. "For the concept to be effective
it had to happen quickly. " says David Mccracken of the
Treasury Board, who assisted Mr" Manion in his duties for
this committee.63

Bob weese submitted "a roosery priorized,' package

of projects to the committee. The Deputy-Ministers soon

rured out all sociar projects, such as those involving
Native reserves and any federar-provinciat co-operation
projects as being overly compricated or time-consuming to
implement. only economic infrastructure projects under

federal domain were to be considered.64 of course, this
approach also complemented the federal Liberar.s potitical
desire to take full and sole credit for this program.
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soon specific guiderines emerged. selected
projects should be over $I million in va1ue, be

infrastructure-oriented, u,make a significant contribution
to economic and regionar development', and have particular
impact in LgB3/84 and rg}A/ls.65 priority wourd be

given to projects which could have a 'ostart-up', time of
six months, meaning that money could actualty be spent
within hatf a year of approving the project. Attention
was focused on existing projects in the various
departments that could meet this criteri".66

By the end of December, Igg2, the Minister of
Finance made a formar request of aIr departments to submit
lists of potential projects that could meet the above

conditions" fn addition, the Federal Economic Development

Coordinators (FEDC,s), the senior officials of MSERD

stationed in each province and responsible for devetoping
provincial economic development perspectives, were asked
*to identify...a list of capital projects to be considered
as part of a possibre economic infrastructure component of
the government o s pì-anning for economic recovery,' that met

the cohen guidelines. This rist was to be assembred

without the formar assistance of the provincial
governments" rnstead, each FEDC was to draw upon his or
her own knowredge of provinciar needs according to federal
priorities. 67
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Armed with this criteria, hreese was instructed to
form a committee and deverop a package of potential
projects. rt stirr was not clear how much money the
government was prepared to commit to this idear so Cohen

asked for packages of $r billion, |$z.s billion and $s

billion to be prepared.6E

Weese pulled together a committee made up of
experts from various departments in capital program

management" A standard form was sent to arr departments
asking for a general description of a project. These were

reviewed, and, if the project 1ooked promising, a second

form was issued asking for further particulars and an

invitation was extended to the sponsoring department to
make a personat pitch to the committee for approval.69

Committee member Ian Galbraith, then a senior
analyst in the program Branch of Treasury Board and later,
after weese, the second Executive Director of the sRcpp

secretariat, remembers the meetings began in January, r9B3

and the committee met daily for severar weeks.70 -we

knew it was being done for the budgetr so the atmosphere

hras of extreme secrecy and urgency. The proposals were

all submitted by senior people because they couldn't be

"staffed-down" due to the budget secrecy. Because of
this, sometimes the proposars were pitched by those ress
capable of understanding the smarler detairs.,,71 Greg

Traversey, arso a committee member, remembers screening
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"hundreds of projects. A,ssistant Deputy Ministers hrere

devoted exclusively to selling the projects .*72
Traversey recalrs that the committee was devoted to a

"highly rationar process of sequentiar choice,, and, beyond

the cohen criteria, was also conscious of the regional
arlocation of proj".t".73 some discussion addressed the
former Department of Reg,ional Economic Expansion's formula
for sensitivity to high unemployment or severely
underdeveloped areas in which certain areas of the country
are graded as being particurarry in need of governmental

assistance.T4 The cohen criteria continued to be the
principal guide, however, though Traversey noted that ,,the

end resurt was close to bang-on of the (DREE) formula" in
being regionally sensitive.T5

weese recalrs only that "days and days vrere spent
where peopre would come and take us through the merits,,of
their proposed project.T6 At about this stage, midway

through the project serection process, Mickey cohen made a

substantial contribution to the success of the sRcpp. He

asked R. V. Hession to become directly involved.
R. v. Hession was one of the new breed of senior

government officials. Formerry a senior executive with
fBM Canada in Montreal, Mr. Hession had been

Deputy-Minister of both suppry and services and pubric

works canada since the early Eighties. He had an affabre
personarity and a tremendous reserve of energy and was
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respected throughout the government f.or his skirrs at
negotiation, motivation and persuasion. Mr. Hession was

asked to oversee an expansion in the committeeos mandate.

Not onry was the committee examining projects; it was also
reviewing o'with the senior management of departments
involved, the availabitity of qualified personnel, the
proposed project management regime, and (firming up)

assurances regarding the start-up of projects, total
project costs and probable cash flow patterns .,77 ïn
essence Hession was responsibre for seeing if this broad
program was actually "do-able". rf weese and Traversey
provided the interrectual capital for originating the
sRcPP scheme, it was Hession who was most instrumentat in
making it a tangible reality. rn the phrase popurarized

in Thomas J" Peters and Robert H. waterman, Jr.,s journal
of American business success, rn search of Excelrence,

Hession became the "champion" of the sRcpp, promoting its
merits to the highest levels of the federal bureaucracy

and seeing in the program an opportunity to improve the
style and pace of federar manage*errt.78 comments Harry

Swain: "Hession was not an ideas-man, not a policy-man;

he was a get-things-done 9uy, interested in making

programs work" The sRCPp was an excellent opportunity for
him.79"

The role of the champion in the bureaucratic
process was expl0red by H.L. Laframboise in the article
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*Moving a proposar to a positive Decision: A case History
on the rnvisible process.u'80 r,uframboise wrote of the
importance of incorporating many separate agendas into a

directed problem-solving package, and of being able to
serr a program on severar different revels. At this
Hession excel1ed, and the sRcpp developed wide-spread
departmental support.

At this point fan Galbraith remembers there
were still "books and books" of these projects, loosely
categorized. "rt was quite a mish-mash of proposars,n,

says Galbraith, "some very concrete, some just
departmental wet dreams.'8r The committee sprit into
teams of two to meet with regionar and portfolio Ministers
to review proposed projects and to receive the Ministers'
direct input; Weese remembers it as ,'a day and night
operation. " 82

FinalIy, the committee was prepared to
submit a priorized list of projects in the packages cohen

requested. All projects were reduced to a one-page

submission requesting preliminary project Approval, from

which the projects could go to tendering.33 For an

example of five of these sheets, please see Appendix A.

The proposals were submitted to cohen's committee in
February, 1983 and to Lalonde's sub-committee of cabinet
in late February or early March. The Sub-Committee

recommended cabinet approval of the program and the fiz.z
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billion figure was agreed upon. More precise criteria
v¡ere also authorized for the program:

sRcPP projects were to commence no rater than octoberL9, 1983 (six months after the program was to be
announced on ApriI 19th, 1993);

sixty percent of the total estimated project cost is tobe spent by March 31, 1995; and

Alr sRcPP projects are to be compreted within theProgram budget by March 31, J-gB7.84

Originally, at the #Z"Z biltion funding 1eve1, 244

separate projects erere authorized under the sRcpp. when

the additional fü200 mirrion became avairable, projects
that had not quite made the list but for which information
was available were authorized. A final total, after even

more funds were freed up through some lower-than-projected
actual costs, resulted in 293 projects being sponsored

through thirteen federal departments.35 The projects
represented six major economic sectors, and erere atlocated
as follows:

Economic Sector Tota1 Value of
Proj ects

Percent of Allocation
Al locat ion

Transportation

Shipbui lding

Research &
Development

$70 0

677

353

29.2

28 "2

L4.7
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Resource
Development

Land &. Tourism
Development

Advanced
Techno logy

Other

TotaI:

22L

204

199

46

fi2 ,4oo

9"2

8.5

8.3

1.9

100.0

A pie graph of the above is available in.A,ppendix ¡.86
Among the projects were twenty_nine airport

expansions, eleven coast Guard vessers, three icebreakers,
eighteen research and training faeirities, including the
rnstitute for Manufacturing Technorogy in winnipeg, ]'2r
smalr craft harbours, the widening of the Trans-canada

Highway through Banff National park, a Dash-7 Ranger

aircraft specially equipped to monitor iceberg flows off
the east coast, improvements to the ord port of Montreal_

and Harbourfront in Toronto, twenty-nine water-bombing

aircraft to fight forest fires, nearly one hundred

ice-making and bait storage facirities throughout Atrantic
Canada, and the Pacific ForesL Research Centre in
victori u.B7

Such were the origins and the scope of the
sRcPP. Attention will now be drawn to the manner in which

it was administered.
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Chapter Two: The pEMS System in Review

Before embarking on a more thorough examination
of the "fast track" techniques employed in the sRcpp, it
is important to review briefly the system which the
managers were trying to accelerate. With this
understanding in hand the true nature of "fast-Lracking,,
can be more critically examined.

It is a cliche, but nonetheless true, that
managing an organization such as the government of canada

is not an easy task. rt is a giant apparatus made up of
more than 200 departments, agencies, commissions and

whorly-owned crown corporations, êffiproying crose to
600,000 persons. Some of these sections have more

administrative freedom than others, some regutate the
actions of others and several may operate in the same

scope of operation. The result is a very complex

organization with many different participants in the
decision-making process. The degree of complexity of the
organization is amplified by the numerous objectives and

sub-objectives of the government. Moreover, each activity
cannot be judged on a singte criterion; there are no

"black and white" situations that would facilitate the
selection process among policy options. It is not,
therefore, surprising that the set of objectives
attributed to the government goes beyond what the
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government rea11y can achieve. politicians encourage this
by their tendency to engage in hyperbore. since voters
entertain high expectations about the role of the
government, there is always a potential source for
dissatisfaction.

Large-size comprexiLy and the multiplicity of
objectives constitute a real challenge to management , if
the governing of a country courd be reduced to a

"management" problem. The design of an appropriate
management system must include the fortowing attributes:
it must specify an organizational hierarchy, it must set
out a precise formula for policy implementation, and. it
must ensure the implementation of proper evaluation
mechanisms.

Over the past twenty years, a number of
organizational reforms have been introduced in the federal
administration to cope with changes in the rore, function
and prerogatives of government. The latest, and probabry
most significant, reform has been the introduction of a

new budgetary and decision-making process: the policy and

Expenditure Management System (PEMS) .

ïn the mid-1970s, the economic slowdown and

sharpry rising costs for pubric services rapidly increased
the financial burden of government. serious concerns were

voiced about the adequacy of the management system to cope

with the general economic situation. A strong warning was
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issued by the Auditor General of canada in his report for
the fiscal year ended March 31, 1976: .I am deeply
concerned that Parliament and indeed the Government has

lost...effective control of the public purse,,.8B This
concern was widely feIt. The ponderous nature of the
administration and the decentrarization of decision-making
prevented cabinet from fu1Iy exercising its prerogatives
in matters related to expenditure budgeting. rndividuat
departments and Ministers were considered too autonomous

and the centrar review too easiry avoided for the cabinet
as a whole to oversee spending priorities. several
adjustments had to be made to re-affirm the rore of annual

budgeting as a means of both financial and policy
management.

A decision that fundamentally changed the nature
of the budgeting process was the government commitment to
tie the federal spending growth to the overalr growth

trend of the economy. The federar government share of GNp

in 1980 was the same as five years before, even though

some smalr variations took place during this period. The

fact that the government was able to respect its
commitment suggests that poriticaL wilt is a necessary

condition for expenditure management and contror. Another

proof of this is the reduction in operating expenditures

that followed the Bonn Economic summit of rgrï when the

Prime Minister announced a series of unexpected cuts in
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federal government spending. rn that year, federal
expenditures declined by 2"8% in rear terms while the
economy grew at 3%.89

The establishment of an expenditure ceiling made

some changes necessary in the rores and functions of
cabinet committees. policy committees could no tonger

recommend any new policy proposals before having received

the estimate of their financiar imprications from Treasury
Board. Furthermore, cabinet committees r^¡ere increasingly
cautious in their approval of new programs. control
measures steadily proliferated to give decision-makers a

broader information package on the cost and effectiveness
of on-going programs.

several administrative guiderines were issued
between r975 and r980. performance measurement data were

requested of program managers to justify their human and

financial- resource requirements. The creation of the
Office of the Comptroller General in June, L}TB was

another major initiative to improve the management system

of the federar public service. That office was mandated

to standardize departmental management practices with
respect to the statement of objectives, the planning of
activities and calculating financiar operationar pIans.

In addition, the Office was put in charge of implementing

a new program evaluation system which would be supplied to
all groups of activities undertaken with a view to
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achieving a specific objective. FinaIly, parliament

approved the enrargement of the mandate of the Auditor
Generar to allow him to report on all aspects of the
federar admínistration management practices as welr as the
adequacy of the evaluation efforts of departments.90

Were these reforms enough? Obviously the Royal

commission on Financiar Management and Accountability (the
Lambert commission) did not think so. rn their final
report published in I979, the Commission concluded:

"À,fter two years of careful study and

consideration, we have reached the

deeply held conviction that the serious
malaise pervading the management of
government stems fundamentally from a

grave weakening, and in some cases an

almost total breakdo$rn, in the chain of
accountability of government to
Parliament and ultimately to the

Canadian people. o'91

The commission identified several flaws in the management

system of the federal public service: (1) parriament was

not adequately equipped to scrutinize policy and

expenditure decisions ì (2) there was a need for knowing

the overall trend in government expenditure by the
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estabrishment of a medium-term financial plan; (3) the
role of central agencies both as policy coordinators and

manageriaL supervisors needed to be redefined'- (4) the
reporting mechanism of many departments, agencies and

especially of crown corporations necessitated a complete
reform; (5) departmental management must be enhanced

through a revision of the rore and prerogatives of deputy
ministers and senior managers; (6) there was a lack of
precise ways to reward or sanction departments for their
policy and expenditure managemert. 92

The scope of the Lambert commission recommenda-

tions suggested that the management function within the
government apparatus be considered in a broader context.
rt emphasized the complete and totar inseparability of
policy serection and expenditure anarysis. To pran poricy
without real attention to resource availability was

inappropriate. Managing the pubric service in the t9B0s

was to mean being responsibre for decisions taken and

answerable for activities conducted.

The PEMS was first introduced in rgTg during the
preparation of the conservative Government budget and it
has been in effect, with some significant modifications,
since then. Many of its innovations are a direct
consequence of reforms that took ptace in the second harf
of the 1970s; some other innovations, which served to
streamline the entire system, were initiated by prime
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Minister John Turner in the summer of l-gï4 and have been

expanded by Prime Minister Mulroney. The present system,

as described in the above-mentioned article by peter

Äucoin, seeks compromise as a higher varue than checks and

balances, and provides for a broader role for the pMO in
implementing departmental poticy.93 For the purpose of
this thesis, it is appropriate to examine PEMS at the time

of the SRCPP, between I9B2 and June , I9B4 "

Main features of PEMS

The principal objective of the PEMS is to derive
a political structure in which it is no longer possible to
establish policies without considering the effect on

expenditures or to pran expenditures without considering
policy. To attain this, a completely new cabinet

structure had been formed and new powers had been assigned

to policy committees. Decision-making, in terms of
priorities and global expenditure allocation, has been

centralized in the Cabinet Committee on priorities and

Planning. Based on the advice of the Minister of Finance,

this Committee established a muLti-year financial plan

which placed a ceiling on public expenditures and gave

dollar figures to government priorities. This was

achieved through a distribution of resources in ten

envelopes, each corresponding to a given policy sector
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within the set of government objectives. The ten
envelopes were: energy, economic development, social
affairs, justice and judicial affairs, fiscal
arrangements, public debt, external affairs and aid,
defence, services to government and parliament. The

elaboration of poricies and programs and the allocation of
financial resources within each envelope was entrusted to
four Cabinet Committees economic development, socía1

development, foreign and defence policy and government

operation. The Cabinet Committee on priorities and

Pranning also managed the fiscal arrangements and pubric

debt envelopes. Please see Appendix C for a chart
ilrustrating the decision-making process during the ratter
stage of the Trudeau administration.

The planning of expenditures starts Ig months

before the beginning of the fiscal year in question.94

centrar agencies such as the Ministry of state for sociat
and Economic Development, the Privy Council Office, the

Department of Finance and the Treasury Board secretariat
had the most responsibility for the budgetary choices and

policy orientations among and within envelopes. A1l Iine
departments participate directly in the planning of
expenditures. They prepared an annual strategic plan

(i.e. definition of options) and an operational ptan

(i.e. means of implementing the strategy), both of which

were sent to their respective Cabinet policy Committees
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for finar approval. The departmentar plans must specify
objectives in terms of measurabre criteria, if possible,
and propose appropriate evaruation methods for the
results. Appendix D describes the pranning cycle of PEMS.

The pEMS brought many significant changes to the
federal administration. The reorganization of cabinet
committees clarified the hierarchy of the decision-making
process" The committee on priorities and planning is
responsible for overall budgetary atlocations, while the
policy cabinet committees are responsible for budgetary
allocations within their respective poricy areas, and

individual ministers are responsibre for operational
decisions in policy imprementation. The establishment of
a multi-year financiar pran arrows cabinet to plan and

control expenditures even before the financial year

begins. The creation of policy envelopes by placing a

ceiling on expenditures by poticy area forces managers to
develop mechanisms that make it possible to evaluate each

program and to make changes in the budget arlocations as

required. centrar agencies played an important rore in
co-ordinating choices, although some of their roles were

imprecisely defined. FinaIly, the pEMS modified the

operational phase of the budgeting process, since it had

to respect directives from the top ends of the hierarchy
regarding expenditure ceilings and priorities.
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The roles for Cabinet Committees

Needless to sây, ministers did not enter
political rife in order to undertake a career in
management. They have been elected to make poricy choices
and to determine government priorities. A problem arises,
however, when poricy selections are made without any prior
reference to the availability of resources. All ministers
wish to improve the quatity and quantity of the services
they provide, and as a result, the budgetary process is
geared toward expansionism. The essence of the cabinet
committee structure is to contror this expansionism by

bridging the political responsibitity for more government

programs with the equal political responsibility for
managing expenditures. The creation of an envetope system

which ties policies with expenditures among various areas

makes each cabinet Minister, within the different cabinet
Committees, both a spender and a guardian of the public
purse.

The decision to put a general guideline on the
overall government expenditures in r97s can be considered
as the first step toward the introduction of the pEMS. By

imposing a limit on expenditures, cabinet members had to
change their emphasis from setting objectives of public
policies to selecting priorities among the previous policy
objectives. The PEMS goes one step further by imposing
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expenditure limits by policy area through the use of
envelope budgeting. After deciding on overall priorities
for the government, that is, allocating resources among

envel0pes, the pEMS forces cabinet committees to specify
priorities within a particular sector. Therefore, the
PEMS approach to budgeting seems to be crearry consistent
with the exercise of a stronger ministerial direction in a

time of financial restraint. poritical wilringness has

always been a necessary condition for improving control
over expenditures. The implementation of the PEMS shourd

be interpreted as the resuLt of such politicar wirl_ingness

since it reinforces cabinet authority over the budgetary
process.

To be ful1y effective, the Cabinet Committee

structure must be abre to reach decisions in a framework

of negotiation" Ministers must be abre to present

consistent and forceful arguments for their departments

but at the same time, they must be willing to give up some

of their programs if needed. fn other words, the role of
a minister is to serve both as an advocate for his
departmentar priorities and a co-operative member of a

Policy committee. such behaviour may be easy to imagine

in theory but in practice, it raises many difficurties.
.A'dequatery defending departmentar priorities impries that
the minister has participated in the strategic planning of
the organization, and has pointed out what he perceives to
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be the future needs of his sector of activities. yet
ministers rarely have the time to prepare such a

statement, and the tendency has been to pass the request
down to senior bureaucrats. strong resistance to change

is the characteristic of large organizations. rt is not
surprising, therefore, that strategic plans propose onty
incremental changes at best. As a result, ministers
usuarly have very littre flexibility when they meet in
Cabinet Committees to elaborate priorities.

confronted with organizationar rigidities because

of the weight of previous decisions, Cabinet Committees

may be very slow to make a finar decision on cuts or new

proposals. There has been a tendency to approve

everything in principle and delay, as much as possible,
the final decision to the ratest date possibre; that is,
when decisions made will carry financial implications.
These delays may be a source of poor performance, since
departments are left in a "gui-vive" situation. Moreover,
poricy approvals in a policy cabinet committee do not mean

automatic approval of the resources necessary to deriver
it. Given the Financiar Administration .Act, Treasury
Board approval is necessary for the funding of aII
non-statutory programs and for the alrocation of personnel

resources. rf disagreements between the Treasury Board

and the Policy committee arise, further delays in the
implementation of new programs may result.
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When cuts are necessdry, strong opposition by
individual ministers may lead to a political battre within
a Policy committee. usualry, ministers who have to
implement program cuts will receive some kind of @

compensation for their sacrifice. For example, they may

receive the approval of a smalrer new program. The

practice of giving compensation to a minister who has been

forced to make cuts may be in contradiction with the PEMS

idea of approving new programs only on the basis of
government priorities. As a result, politicar discretion,
sometimes based on the rerative power of individual
ministers, is built in to the budgetary process at the
cost of a better selective procedur..95

Despite some practicat roophores, many the resurt
of "real politik", the PEMS process and the Cabinet

structure constitute an improvement to the budgetary
process. rt has two major advantages over previous

systems. First, PEMS creates a hierarchy of decisions
with the o'major" decisions respecting overall government

priorities being made by the priorities and pranning

committee on the advice of the MinisLer of Finance.

Particular program funding issues are settred by the
relevant Ministers in the poricy fields. second, more

Ministers than the Minister of Finance and the president

of the Treasury Board are required to consider expenditure
limits, policy alternatives and., it is hoped, develop

methods for real savings"
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The system in operation in the LgBz-84 Trudeau

era was baranced with both centralizing and decentralizing
tendencies " The priorities and planning committee and the
central agencies made major decisions and established
general goals; the policy committees accounted for
narrower program choices.

The fiscal plan

rn L975, the decision to rimit expenditure growth
to that of the economy represented a turning point in the
budgetary process. rt was the first initiative to stop
isolating government activities from what was going on in
the private sector. Later on, the Lambert Commission

emphasized the necessity of a medium-term financial
framework as a management tool 0f government, recofnmending

projections developed at the department rever.96. These

two events gave birth to what is now the fiscar plan.
Each year, since ]-97g (but not in the recent l9g7 budget),
the Minister of Finance presents with his budget a

murti-year fiscal plan which sets out the overall resource

constraints within which program and poricy choices are

made. The fiscal plan contains a medium-term economic

forecast, a projection of expendiLure levers by envelope

over a five year period, a projection of the 1eve1 of
revenue expected over the same term and the resulting
fiscal balance" The fiscal plan shows, therefore, the
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governmentos objective in terms of spending levers, its
priorities by envelop€, and the budgetary position it aims

to achieve.

As the previous section has pointed out, the role
of each cabinet committee reinforces politicar direction
over government activities. The estabrishment of a fiscal
plan outrines the way to do it. First of all, politicar
leaders should be concerned with the size of the
government as a whole in relation to the economy. By

instituting a multi-year planning framework, the fiscat
plan ensures that elected officiars consider the future of
the government sector on the basis of general economic

expectations. Secondly, Cabinet Ministers must define
their priorities by alrocating financiar resources among

Policy envelopes. Thirdly, the fiscal plan is also used

to force policy cabinet committees and individual
departments to plan their activities accordingly.

planning is the starting point of any budgetary
process. The PEMS, along with the use of a fiscal plan,
aims to ensure that the government's financial and

strategic pranning is done on the basis of the state of
the nationar economy. Arthough this type of pranning is
commonplace in the private sector, it is by no means

automatic in the public sector, where implementation

deadlines are much longer, the assignment of personnel is
regulated much more strictly, and organizational
rigidities are manifold,
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Have the PEMS and the fiscal plan improved
pranning of federal expenditures? A partial response to
this question can be ascertained by the accuracy of the
fiscal plan and by its behaviour vis-a-vis the general
government objective of keeping the rate of growth of
outlays equar to the rate of growth of the economy.

The fiscal plan tabled by the Minister of Finance
in April, 1983 raises other doubts about the usefulness of
the fiscar pran for government strategic planning. white
the government stirr aims at limiting expenditure growth

to the trend of the econony, it is doubtful that this
objective will be met. According to the budget speech of
Apri1, 1983, the government was projecting a real increase
in its expenditures for each of the next three fiscar
years. only a significant increase in the growth rate can

return the ratio of expenditures to GNp to its
pre-recession leveL.97 Given past experiences, only
upward revisions in the lever of expenditures or a

decrease in the growth rate of the economy will raise the
government's share of economic activity.

Another set of questions about the usefurness of
the fiscal plan for improving the budgetary process comes

from the rigidities that characteríze government

expenditures. sixty percent of the government's financial
commitments are statutory payments whose existence depends

on various types of legislation.9S orrly transfer
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payments to provincial governments are subject to periodic
evaruation; others, many in the area of sociar poricy,
cannot be changed wíthout amending the appropriate
legislation. Furthermore, many of these programs contain
indexation provisions and have universal application,
which makes them even more difficurt to put under adequate

contror. Another rarge budget item is pubric debt
payments. since 1979, this budgetary item has steadily
increased its relative share in government expenditure and

presently represents some 20 per cent of all
expenditures. Large cumulative deficits hamper future
budgets by limiting the room to manoeuvre in terms of ner^r

initiatives. Finally, operating expenditures are either
determined through corlective bargaining or by basic
organizational requirements. Both cases are good examples

of rigidities in expenditures. The result of such an

expenditure structure is that any change even if it is
done through murti-year financiar framework can only be

marginal.

rn the late 70s, the introduction of a multi-year
fiscar pran Bras most welcome. Recent experiences show

that it is not a panacea" A fiscal plan is absolutely
necessary for sound management and effective contror, but
it does not generate a discipline of restraint by itself.
The fiscal pran has the merit of putting the expenditure
and policy planning in the context of the general
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economy. Unfortunately, the unpredictability of the
economy, the strong resistance to budgetary reatrocation
when it means reduction in planned expenditures, and the
infrexibility of a rarge proportion of government outrays
make the murti-year fiscar pranning look more tike a

generar information document than an instrument of
management and deeision-making"

The envelope system

The fiscal plan provides basic information on

another innovation of the PEMS, the budgetary envelopes.

An envelope defines ttre resources that are avairabre over

time to a policy cabinet committee for a particutar
sector. As such, envelopes are expected to facilitate the
identification of government priorities on the basis of a

comparison of expenditure trends and programs for each

one. By providing guidelines on expenditure revers by

policy sector, the envelope system is designed to ensure

that the budgetary process will be kept on track,
There úrere ten expenditure envelopes in the

1980-84 Trudeau "r".99 This system is designed to serve

two basic purposes: first, to review the relationship
between expenditures and objectives, by examining "aII the

means avairable to achieve a particular objective over

time: tax expenditures, loan guarantees, and the use of
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regulatory and legislative devices, as we1l as direct
funding.o'100 Second, to allow the policy Committees of
cabinet to "deveJ.op systems for reviewing programs within
their policy sectors and for realrocating resources from
less effective to more effective programs."l0l

The envelope system is one of the essential
features of the pEMS. rt aims at improving the budgeting
process by implementing strong budgetary discipline in
each of the poricy areas entitled to an envelope. The

envelope system has arlowed much more discipline in the
policy and budgetary process. For example, if Ministers
wish to spend via the tax system, they are required to get

the permission of the Minister of Finance for new and

enriched tax expenditures. The costs of such tax
expenditures as calcurated by the Department of Finance

wirr be deducted off the top of the envelope. The system

is not neutral, however. rf groups of Ministers on a

Poricy committee recommend to finance the erimination or
reduction in existing tax expenditures, there is no

guarantee that the savings will be redirected
automatically to their envelopes. rt goes instead into
Consolidated Revenue and the Minister of Finance

recommends to the Priorities and planning committee where

these funds should go in the next budget cyc1e.L02

Unfortunately, the envelope system is not as

comprehensive as it was intended to be. The Treasury
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Board secretariat administers a relativety modest

cost-benefit analysis on aIl new regulations, but
proposals for a formal reguratory budget containing
estimated direct government costs and indirect private
sector expenditures arising from ner¡r poricy initiatives
have gone unheeded.103 Loans and loan guarantees arso
escape the discipline of restraint that was underlying the
introduction of the envelope system. Taken as a whore,

therefore, the system provides many innovations and

mechanisms for true efficiency, but could go further in
adequately approaching more of its goals.

Multi-year Operational plans

Government activities are carried out through a

political decision-making process and through bureaucratic
implementation. The influence of the bureaucracy on the
conduct of public affairs is immense. rn light of PEMS'

overarl objective to support restraint in government, new

procedures have been proposed for departmental operational
planning. These procedures aim at enforcing
administrative rigour by the deployment of useful
organizational and information systems and by the use of a

well-defined set of management practices.

According to the guidelines of the PEMS, al1

departments and agencies are required to prepare a
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multi-year operational plan which features: a long-range
set of objectives and strategies pursued by the

organization; a presentation of the manner in which the
organization intends to achieve these objectives, by

outrining how the program is conducted, what were past

results, what are the expected resurts and what is the
efficiency and effectiveness of the program proposals; and

an historical and projected trend of the program outlays
and resource requir"*"rrt".104 After having been

properly analyzed by senior managers, by the Minister and

the PoIicy Cabinet Committee, the multi-year operationat
plan is used to prepare the annual- budgetary expenditure
framework.

some benefits of the imprementation of multi-year
operational planning in departments are already
perceptible. First, operational plans require that senior
managers of departments outline a comprehensive set of
objectives. Hopefully, this will eliminate duplication in
programs or even contradictions in the activities carried
out by the same organization.

Secondly, it will lead to the establishment of a

more harmonized management system across arr the federat
administration. The mandate given to the Comptroller

Generar is arso designed to improve management practices.
It is felt that if all departments and agencies report

their activities in the same way and with the same
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methodology, comparison of policies by cabinet committees
will be much easier, facilitating any decision on the
future of particular programs.

Thirdly, murti-year pranning in departments is
consistent with the objective of efficient medium-term

pranning for the overall government. The PEMS has

modified the budgetary process from a bottom*up ,.blind

proposal" procedure to a top-down rationing process, where

the top-end of the hierarchy set targets for lower levers
of the organization. rf departments do not plan their
activities according to the fiscal plan, the entire system

may become useLess.

A fourth advantage is found in the improvement in
the information avairabre to erected officials. The

multi-year plan allows the cabinet to review departmental
priorities, inconsistencies, performance patterns and

simple effectiveness with greater ease. The system, at
least in theory, aims to maximize behaviour by focusing
attention on the consequences of immediate decisions. The

anticipated outcome is a government which more clearly
relates objectives to results.

Despite these benefits, it stitl remains to be

proven that multi-year operational plans are going to make

any difference to the effectiveness of the government

process. The PEMS assigned the responsibility of taking
key decisions in the budgetary process to Cabinet
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committees. These decisions are a direct consequence of
the composition of the budgetary envelope. Each envelope
consists of an operational lever (the A base) and a policy
reserve (B budget). The former is composed of the
forecast cost of existing programs and of an operating
reserve determined and alrocated sorely by Treasury Board

to meet any overruns The latter is simply the
difference between the envelope ceiling and the Ä, base.

The Policy cabinet committee contrors allocations from the
policy reserve; therefore, if a Committee wants a larger
policy reserve for new or enriched programs, it can modify
or eriminate existing programs. There is an incentive for
cabinet committees to do an on-going review of existing
programs and to make the necessary adjustments íf.
priorities change. The folrowing concrusion emerges:

murti-year operationar planning is improving the budgetary
process only if it permits an adequate evaluation of
programs and a correct assessment of financiar and human

resource requirements.

The implementation of envelope ceirings has not
changed the usual practice of almost atI departments and

agencies to inflate their A base in order to protect
themserves against any cutback. Departments may develop a

murti-year tactic where expenditures ceirings initially
proposed for future years suddenry become expenditures

floors. This might explain why the decision to generate a
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$roo million saving in operating expenditures following
the budget ot November, r9g1 was respected without any

strong disturbance to the leve1 of services delivered.
More significant is the fact that a majority of

programs in the A base are protected by a statute.
statutory expenditure accounts for 60% of budgetary
expenditures, âlI but one (transfer payments to provinces)

being free from a periodic review. potentiar reductions
in these programs can only come from reducing operating
expenses or by changing the legislation. rs it meaningful
to contror the reratively minor operating expenditures for
departmental programs and not the much greater funding
allocated by statute? Furthermore, another large portion
of budgetary expenditures is untouchable, at least in the
short-run. These are expenditures on crear government

priorities or simply necessary operating expenditures. As

a result, changes in expenditure patterns can only be

obtained through a incremental approach to budgeting, that
is, making small reductions here and there.

The issue of program evaluation is more comprex.

The comptrorler General has received the mandate of
implementing a program evaluation function in aII
departments. This function, according to guidelines of
the comptroller General, shourd be essentially designed to
supply the information necessary to the decision-making
process. However, program evaluations are subject to
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severar limitations. Effectiveness or varue for money may

be an incomplete way of looking at government activity;
some objectives such as constitutional reforms or
bilingualism may be priorities which defy easy

calculation. Further, the environment in which the
evaruation is performed may not permit the isolation of
the impact of the program. The gathering of information
may be politicatly difficult or very costly. Government

activities necessarily imply some politicat bias; how much

weight should be attributed to poritical return in public
poricy decisions? rn such circumstances, decisions on

programs can rarely be the result of a rational analysis;
they all imply a measure of value judgment and

discretionary poriticar power. The rogic of political
rationale may be difficult for the auditor to either
fathom or accept. The murti-year operationar plan is thus
a fragile erement of the pEMS. The intrinsic rigidity of
government expenditures is a strong impediment to the
usefulness of multi-year pranning. To be successfur in
its aim to support restraint in the federal
administration, the pEMS must provide rigid guidelines for
overall expenditure trends, but these guiderines must rely
on flexibre program outlays. some serious doubts can be

raised about the use of multi-year operationar plans to
generate flexibility in government spending. The

application of across-the-board cuts like those for the
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fiscal year 1982-83 was only a weak patliative since it
did not question the existence of programs.

fn his review of recent changes in pEMS, Ian D.

clark noted that since t984 various structural reforms

have sought to streamline both the reporting and

responsibirity authorities in government managemerrt. 105

Yet the essentiar elements of the system, which still
incrudes a considerable review component, remain in
prace. Despite the greater "hands-on" approach favoured

by Prime Minister Mutroney, the structure continues to
lack an effective moder to introduce and sustain a

priority initiative over several years without abandoning

of the checks and barances central to PEMS. Murti-year
operational prans should therefore be complemented by

other mechanisms expressry designed to augment the
flexibility of the budgetary process.

rt was the search for this frexibirity that ted

to the innovations contained in fast-tracking. whereas

the "personar appeat" for additionar funding or special
consideration from a particurar Minister to the Minister
of Finance has long been a part of the reality of the pEMS

- what Douglas Hartle caIled, in part, .the influence of
personality" in the budget process 106 the SRcpp

offered a special challenge. The monetary commitment was

too great, the challenge too complex and the political
stakes too high to risk the success of the program on an
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ad hoc approach to management" A rapid-introduction
management program that kept the best attributes of PEMS,

particurarly project accountability and central review,
needed to be developed.
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Chapter Three: The Fast Track Approach

On April 20th, 1983, the Treasury Board issued
circular no. 1983-23, 787926. rt was addressed to arl
Deputy Heads of Departments and Heads of Agencies and

concerned the o'Treasury Board directives, guidelines and

procedures that have been amended or set aside in the
interests of facilitating the implementation of special
Recovery capital projects programs".l07 David Mccracken

recalls the centre (Treasury Board) was concerned about

ponderous paper work, etc" getting in the way of rapid
implementation of the projects. Àt the same time,
controls and guidelines had to be in p1".".108 The

circurar reflected the Board's resorution between the

competing forces of accelerated approvars and efficient
monitoring. rt taid the groundwork for what might be

ca1led public priority management.

The Treasury Board memo began by stressing
repeatedly - that these new procedures only applied to
sRccP projects and to departments involved in the sRcpp

delivery. rt further stressed that these provisions were

of a temporary nature, apprying 'oonly for the duration of
the SRcPP. lo9

o'Fast-trackingo' essentially involves seven

particular issues. Those seven issues are:
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1. Immediate ppA

The responsibitity to assign preriminary project
approval (PPA) for sRcpp projects was assigned directry to
the Minister responsible for the entire program, the Hon.

Donald J. Johnston. ppAs authoríze a department to incur
specific expenditures on the project, normarry for items
such as design or land acquisition and to deverop a firm
n'crass D" estimate, or an estimate of the general cost and

scope of the project. A ppÃ, generall-y indicates that a

project has been approved in principl-e and that further
development of the plan can go ahead.110

NormaIly, a sponsoring department would appty for
a PPA from Treasury Board for every individuar project.
The Lessons Learned study of the sRcpp estimated that it
usuarry took between two and eight months to receive a ppA

and calcurated that fast-tracking resulted in a 759a time
saving in this phase of project derivery.lrr The sRcpp

produced a "No Red Tape - No Derays" hand-out for media

kits that illustrated this and other fast track time

savings (see Appendix E). By the end of April, 1983, 96ro

of atl SRCPP projects had ppA.112

The Lessons Learned study reviewed thirty SRCpp

projects and twenty-five non-SRCpp projects in seven

departments participating in the fast tract process to
gauge the reaction of officials to the procedure. The

report concludes there was 'strong support,, for the ppA
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delegation noting that sRcpp objectives o'trrrould have been

more difficult to achieve were the normal preriminary
project approval process 1ef t in pIace.,,I13

2" Priority EPÀ

The Treasury Board circular pledges to *give

priority consideration to submission by participating
departments for effective project approvar (EpA) of sRcpp

projects."l14 The EpA, folrowing review by the Treasury
Board secretariat, is approvar of "class B" estimates, or
more specific estimates of every phase of the project
forlowing detaired design and development planning. From

this stage contracts are tendered to get actuar costs from
suppliers, on "CIass A" estimates.

David Mccracken says that the EpAs "essentiarry
stayed the same, except they were given priority.,115
The Treasury Board specifically noted that it would

"maintain its responsibilities for effective project
approval, subject to a1r the normally required information
and substantiation from departments,,.116 sRcpp projects
coming before the Board were to be specificalry designated
as belonging to the program (by placing a capital "s,n in
the top right hand corner of arl submission pages) and

they then would be priorized.rLT

The Lessons Learned study concluded that an EpÀ

is usually decided within a matter of weeks or up to eight
months, depending on the nature of the project. The sRcpp
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aimed for a 66eo reduction in the time for this approval
and succeeded in making a 50eo reduction.lr8 Mccracken

comments that the Treasury Board o,aims" for a three week

turnaround for an EpA under regular conditions, but said
that o'most SRCpp decisions went out in ten days.119

The Lessons Learned study noted "the majority,' of
departments expressed the view that EpAs had been

accelerated for sRcpp projects as compared to the norm,

and further perceived ,,that the Board replaced its
requirement f.or the revel of detail normarry associated
with such submissions ' .r20 rt this is true, it could be

a potentiarly costly and counter-productive aspect of the
fast track process. Mccracken, however, denies there was

any such relaxation of scrutiny. .'we simply did the sRcpp

stuff first, not less well.',121
This aspect of the fast track approach is less a

technicar change than a conscious decision to re-priorize
the review process. How other, non-sRCpp projects or
submissions may have suffered as a result of this
priorization is not clear. ft is Iikely, however, that
the turnaround time of other projects did suffer and this
may not be an acceptable price to pay for real ízing the
principal government objectives of the moment. rt is also
clear that a system cannot priorize ar1 projects and so

this aspect of fast-tracking is the least likery to be

institutionalized in a regular management system. The
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precedent for selective accereration of projects has,

however, been made with this approach and it could be part
of a recognized system of priority management.

3. Temporarv Continqencies Allotments

The President of Treasury Board was empowered to
approve requests for the immediate release of Treasury
Board vote 5 Government contingencies monies for
expenditures necessary to imprement pps requirements. rn
other words, the Treasury Board Minister could release

central funds to departments to cover the expenses

necessary in the hiring of consultants, designers, etc. in
the "PPA to EPA" stage of the approvar process. usually
departments have to free up funds from their A base to
cover these expenses, but the concentration of so many

projects in certain departments (particularly Fisheries
and oceans and Transport) caused concern that other
services in those departments would suffer. Therefore,
largery for accounting purposes and to avoid the detay of
bickering at the department reve1, this measure !{as

adopted .L22

4. Contractinq Autonomv

The requirement for Treasury Board approval of
competitively awarded contracts was waived for sRcpp

projects" usuarry every contract the government enters
into with a contractor or for professionar expertise must

be formally approved by the Treasury Board. This approval
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çiras delegated to individuar departments *provided that the
contract does not result in total contractuar commitments
in excess of the lever of expenditures authorized for that
project. o'123 Therefore, once the EpÄ, ceiling was

established the departments could accept contracts
totalling but not exceeding that rever for each project.

The Lessons Learned study concluded that a 5oe"

time saving was rearized because of this approach.
Further, the measure proved very popular with the
departments interviewed by the study, with the
reconìmendation raised that this process be

institutionarized as a regurar part of the PEMS .r24
rt may be appropriate to comment now on the

trends in the response from the departments in the sRcpp

Lessons Learned study. support was high not only for the
contracting approvals changes but also for the new ppA,/EpA

procedur"". r25 There appeared to be a definite bias
against the centralized nature of the pEMS and a welcoming
of an indication of deregation of authority to the
departments. "The majority of the departments consider
current ("reguraroo PEMS) procedures time consuming, costly
and ineffective...concerns (ranged) over the rever of
technical detail requested by Treasury Board analysts, to
the number of times a project must be reviewed by the
Board, to whether the timing of decisions in the approval
cycle are appropriate. ,,126
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The departments were less concerned with
establishing a priority management system than encouraging
a general decentralízation for PEMS" rt appears that
rather than being pleased with the improvements made for
the sRcPP they B¡ere frustrated that such a system could
not always be in place.r27

5. SingLe Estimates Submissions
o'rn view of time constraints", the Treasury Board

allowed the Minister responsible for the sRcpp to make a
singre submission on beharf of aIr participating
departments for estimates relating to the sRcpp. From

this single source the Treasury Board wourd keep abreast
of all fluctuations in supplementary estimates, cash f1ow,
projections, etc" required for central tracking of the
program. usually each department woul,d submit this
information for any single project it sponsor".128 rh"
Treasury Board secretariat wirt arso carry out required
expenditure envelope accounting and adjustments based on

this informatiorr.129

6. Special Assistance

The Treasury Board Secretariat undertook to
provide "eontact peopreoo for advice both to departments
and to the sRcPP about the fast track procedures and the
regular reporting demands of the Board. These peopre were

instructed to give priority attention to requests

emanating from sRcpp projects for assistance or advice in
preparing submissions to the Boatd.130
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Andy Leíf, a senior programs analyst, was one

such contact person" He liaised with members of the sRcpp

secretariat and with the sRcpp o,coordinatoroo in each

participating department. The role of this departmentar
coordinator, who was charged with overseeing and reporting
on the progress of SRCpp projects in his or her
department, was, Leif believes, âfi important part of the
fast track approach. "rt provided continuancy, â11owed

for a relationship to deverop and to promote the feeling
of working for a common goal,,, says Leif. 'I think we

should do this ar1 the time. Dealing with one person

rather than ten separate project heads saves time and

ensures consistency of approach.,,131

The Lessons Learned study arso refers to the fast
track procedures developed by individuar departments.

usually a department's Treasury Board submissions are

coordinated through a senior management committee. This

"single officer" approach promoted a feeling both of
priority and of irnportance. The sRcpp study concluded

that a 50% time saving was achieved through internal
departmental fast-tracking, but noted ,,(in) general

departments have not amended their current procedures.

Rather, SRCPP projects were treated as a priority and

accelerated through the system.,,I32 Leif concurs,

saying "the key was assigning priority, not structural
change. o' 133
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7. Further Streamtinino

The Treasury Board also promised to keep a

watching brief on improving other reporting instruments
such as time frames and document format. whire no further
changes became apparent, this pledge by the Treasury Board

to keep a speciar eye on accelerating sRcpp projects again
reinforced the impression of commitment to making this
system, above a1l others, work.L34

Fast-Trackinq: A Critical Look

Bob Dawson, in his personal Lessons Learned
paper, noted that the government took a substantial risk
in implementing a fast track system, particurarry in areas

'of pranning and design (which) may have red to errors or
inadequacies which are retativery expensive to set
right.'135 y"t, Dawson concludes, "it was equarry clear
on the part of the government that the rewards and

benefits to the economy of proceeding quickly with the
program far outweighed the potentiat risks."136

fn review, the fast track approach appearS to be

less a concrete new management system than simply an

attitude and a determination to hurry things along. Harry
swain notes o'the sRCpp had the political crout. rt was a

key item in the budget, it had a strong Minister as its
boss, it had a strong Deputy Minister (Hession) as its
manager and the message v¡as clear this program is
important to the government ..,I37
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Certainly the measures implemented by the
Treasury Board under the authority of the generar powers
of the Financiar Administration Act, which authorizes the
Boarduoto act on all matters relating to general
administrative poricy in the pubric service of canada,,,
had some impact.138 The procedural changes are
meaningful, particularly in allowing for greater
decentralized authority in the funding approvar process.
But the true momentum of fast-tracking seems to emanate
from the awareness of officiars that the sRCpp was a crear
political priority.

Dawson remarks on the ,'generaI,, spirit of
cooperation that further enhanced the accereration of
projects. "The general philosophy of the program

encouraged departments to find expedient solutions to
probrems that under ordinary circumstances might have
taken months to resolve. fn fact, the program gave

departments the clout to move projects."139 ran
Garbraith notes that the sRcpp ,,promoted joint planning as
opposed to sequential planning. For example, the NRC

wourd have to work with pubric hrorks in submitting a joint
Treasury Board proposar for a sRcpp project under a much

more tight timetable. The program taught these groups to
work out probtems quickry. There wasn.t the usual
prolonged back-and-forth. The scheme made things
happen. " 

14 o
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Did this priority system cause other submissions
to falr far behind schedule? This apparentry wasn,t a

serious concern of the Treasury Boardr or of the
government aS a who1e. David McCracken simply ,od.oesn,t

know if anything suffered" as a resurt of fast-tracking
SRCPP projects. Besides, he maintains, o,even if a

particular program fa1Is behind schedule, it wourd be

diff icult to show it was because of the SRCpp.,,141

There has been no study to determine to what extent other
projects, because of the sRcpp emphasis, were adversely
affected. It would appear, however, that the government

was prepared to accept any such delays as part of the
"price" it was willing to pay for rapid program

introduction.

All interviewed participants and the departments
surveyed in the sRcpp Lessons Learned study agree that the
fast track process succeeded in reducing the time required
for the introduction of sRcpp projects. More difficurt
to determine is exactry what ',fast-tracking,. is. rt can

best be described as a priorizing philosophy enhanced by
political will and concrete structurar changes. For
public priority management to succeed, it appears that arl
these erements must be in pIace, combined with the
willingness of the government to accept some downfall in
the effectiveness of non-program management.
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Harry swain concrudes that fast-tracking worked
n'because it satisfied many different but complementary

objectives bureaucratic, economic and political. That's
why it got up and running so fast.o.I42 Bob Dawson

simpry states that o'for a program such as the sRcpp and

the fast track approach to succeed, it is necessary that
everyone involved work together."l43 As the business of
serving several agendas and facilitating cooperation
appears to be so essential to efficacious priority
management, it is appropriate to now examine the
coordinating force in the SRCpp universe, the SRCpp

Secretariat.
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Chapter Four: The Secretariat
The rore of the sRcpp secretariat was to act as

information-gatherer and troubre-shooter. As it turned
out, there was p]-enty of both in the special Recovery

Capital Projects program.

The birth of the secretariat can be traced back

to April 25th, 1983, arthough the key members of the group

had assembred immediatety following the budget. on April
25th, the Prime Minister sent a letter to the Hon. Donard

J. Johnston formally notifying him of his rol_e as Minister
responsible for the program and confirming the
administrative changes recently approved by cabinet.
Johnston wourd chair a sub-committee of priorities and

Planning which wourd oversee the program (whose membership

was consistent with the "poritical cabinet., sub-committee
first involved in approving the conceptl44), assisted by

a Board of Deputy-Ministers or senior officials from the
sponsoring departments, chaired by R. V. Hessiorr.145 o

smalr secretariat, headed by Bob weese and made up of
officials from several departments (particularly Treasury
Board, MSERD, Supply and Services and public Works), would

'provide regular reports to the sRcpp Board and the sRcpp

sub-committee of priorities and pranning, highlighting
project progress, appropriate remedial action to ensure

project completion and the program financial status in
relation to overall budgetary Iimits.o,146 In closing
his letter, the prime Minister noted:
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"The acceleration of capital projects
through the Special Recovery CapitatProjects program should makã a valuablecontribution to the economic recovery. Theadministrative arrangements being institutedare intended to provide simple and effective
mechanisms to ensure rapid, responsible
implementation, streamlining procedures
whire maintaining necessaiy-accountability
and control. With your 1eadership, workingwith your sub-committee and relyinq on thesupport of the responsible Ministers, I feelconfident the new program will prove to bean effective and successful initiative."LAT

with that, the work of the Secretariat could begin.

The "Centralized-Decentralized,, Approach

The government had, by introducing the fast track
procedures, made a decision to selectively accelerate the
sRcPP through a de-centrarization of authority. yet the
secretariat (and the Board and the priorities and planning

sub-committee) constituted a new centralized monitoring
and reporting function which seemed to represent an

off-shoot of the Treasury Board. The secretariat kept a

watching brief on the sRcpp much as the Treasury Board, in
theory, keeps an eye on arr departmentar activities.
There is, however, one very important distinction in the
respective roles of the two agencies: the SRCpp

secretariat lacked the authority of the Treasury Board to
directly alter or correct the actions it was monitoring.
The Secretariat coutd advise, cajole, and otherwise try to
change the managerial decisions of SRCpp projects, but the
actual authority rested with the sponsoring departments.
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Only the Treasury Board, acting on Mr. .fohnstonos
committee's advice, could directly intervene.

The chain of authority in the program was

described by the sRcpp Lessons Learned study as follows:
*Mi ni s te rs responsible for the review andselection of SRCP projects and theprovision of policy advise andguidance through a sub-committee

of Cabinet.
*SRCpp Board responsible for the overall

co-ordination and management ofthe program within the context ofpolicy direction provided by the
Mini sters .

*SRCP Secretariat
responsible for program,/proj ectmonitoring, advice and assistance
to departments and communications.

*Participating Departments and Agencies
responsible for project management
and delivery in accordance wittr
the cashflow and milestone
objectivgq_established for the
Program' 148

rn short, the priorities and pranning sub-committee set
overall goaIs, the SRCpp Board provided general program

management, the secretariat supplied information on

project progress and facilitated results, and the
individuar departments were told to deliver. see also
Appendix F.

The truly important contribution of the
Secretariat was to act as a champion of program

objectives, to help the departments reach sRcpp goals and

deadlines and to demand priority attention for all
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department approvals rerating to their sRCpp projects.
Further, and perhaps most important given the poriticar
seniority underscoring the fast track system, the
existence of such a secretariat underrined the
government's commitment to the success of this program and

reinforced the political will committed to meeting sRcpp

obj ect ives .

The Secretariat in Operation

The Secretariat itself was very smalI, consisting
at the outset of onry ten individuars and had an annuar

budget of $s. r mitrion (see Appendix G) . Nearry half that
figure, or $1.45 mirlion, was arrocated to "professional
and speciar services", those being the consultants hired
to monitor and advise the management of specific projects
and report back to the Secretariat.l49

The obsession of the Secretariat was the
realization of the pubricly-proclaimed targets for
introdueing sRcpp funds into the economy. Those targets,
together with the results achieved, were:

March, 1984 15% of funds invested(end of lst year) ($.SOO billion)
March, 1985 target: 60eo of funds(end of 2nd year) achieved 64eo of funds

($1. 53 6 bi Ilion)
March, 1986 target: 90eo of funds
(end of 3rd year) ($2.16 billion)
March , 1-987 target: 100% of funds
(end of 4th year) ($2.a, billion¡150
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These goals were of course consistent with the ,.phased

investmento' objectives of the program, in which the bulk
of sRcPP monies wourd be introduced into the economy earJ_y

in the life of the initiative, trailing off as private
investment grew so as not to u'squeeze out,' any capitat
benefits. See also Appendix H.

Yet this focus on program targets and operating
budgets does not do justice to the real work of the
secretariat. what is truly of interest is how this group

coped with the series of probrems thrown in the program,s

wây, and how they dealt with emerging influences on the
sRcPP as the program progressed. Three major difficulties
arose in the rambunctious earry stages of the program,s

life, and it is worthwhile to examine how the secretariat
approached these situations. For a group initialry thrown
together within twenty hours of the ApriI, l9g3 budget in
a space which¡ âs Bob weese recarls, *had earrier that
week hosted a beer garden", they demonstrated remarkabte
political savvy and flexibiIity.l5l
(a) Ihe Political Influenees

The temptation to tinker proved to be too much.

The opportunity was created by two early deveropments in
the funding of the program. The first, of course, was the
additional $200 milrion provided by Mr. Lalonde forlowing
his i11-fated encounter with television reporters on

budget eve. The Finance Minister found it more difficutt
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to control the demands of his fellow members of poritical
cabinet when a decision had to be made on how to alrocate
these funds " The secretariat dutifully brought in the
lists prepared in the first round of project selection,
but Bob weese recarls there was a stronger insistence by

regionar Ministers for assurances that further projects be

introduced in their areas .r52 Lar-onde's earlier refusar
to alrow for federal-provincial projects was overrured,
principally because Ministers from Atrantic canada wanted

more money for road and highway re-construction. This

decision also paved the way to a broader purchase of the
waterbomber aircraft with the provinces, a key proposal

from Environment canada.r53 serious discussion was even

had about a project dismissed in the early stages of the
selection process, namely, the construction of the
Northumberland strait Bridge. The bridge would connect

Prince Edward rsrand with the mainland and would cost
approximately $soo million. current plans were availabre,
but the idea was dismissed as too costly, too long in
construction and too controversiat. l54

The Secretariat responded to this political
influence by developing a formura which served to relate
the objectives of Ministers to the objectives of the
program. By dividing the Canadian population by the
provincial popuration murtiplied by the local unemproyment

rate, you arrived at a rough percentage of the total sRcpp
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funding in each region.155 ThÍs weighted the entire
program towards Eastern canada where, not entirely by

chance, Liberar members of parriament held the majority of
seats.

The second new funding opportunity developed when

it became apparent that the ppA figures proved greater
than rater EPA figures for some of the projects. By the
mid-faII of 1983, it was apparent that .,largely due to the
slack in the economy and the competitive contracting
environment (i.e., the SRCpp was the only building project
in town), tender prices $rere considerably less than

originally estimated, resurting in significant savings to
the program (of ) approximately $200 miIIion.,,r56 once

again, there was the potential for a new run-off of
projects, but this time the decision of how to arlocate
this money lvas in the hands of Mr. Johnston,s committee.

while the make-up of this committee was practically the
same as the o'poriticar cabinet", Mr. Johnston and Mr.

Hession persuaded the Ministers to create a central sRcpp

reserve fund for potentiar future cost overruns of the
existing projects. only when money could be released

"with confidence" r^ras the reserve fund to be transrated
into new projects."157 Each project had its own reserve

fund, but Mr" Johnston was a cautious manager who was

intent on protecting both his and the program's reputation
for good cost control.
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Mr" Johnston faced tremendous pressure, however,

from his colleagues to release this nevr pool of money as

quickly as possible" The political heat on Liberal Mps,

particularry in Atlantic canada and in ontario was being
turned way up. The sRcpp secretariat and Mr. Johnston's
office was being lobbied furiously to give the okay to
quickly make available this pot of potentiat goodies.

Further, the public exposure given to SRCpp and, more

recentry, to the untapped reserve, had resulted in a flood
of submissions for the funding of capitat projects from

hundreds of proposals from private developers or

entrepreneurs for the funding of shopping centres,
residential areas or tourist attractions. Local

municipalities also became involved, requesting assistance

for new water systems, for sports arenas or core

redevelopments. None of these groups paid much attention
to the sRcPP rhetoric about the funding of federar public
projects onlr¡; they simply understood that a new

government program v¡as paying for major projects and that
one person's idea was as worthy of consideration as the

next person's. Local Members of parliament of aII
poritical stripes dutifully helped their constituents get

in touch with the SRCPP Secretariat while clearly
conveying their political preferences for these or other
projects to Mr. Johnston's office.l58
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As the political pressure mounted, the regional
elinisters demanded a greater say in the allocation of
SRCPP monies in their jurisdictions. This was

particurarry true in ontario and Manitoba. rn the latter,
the Hon" Lloyd AxhTorthy demanded and received more funding
for his downtown core projects in Winnipê9, diverting
funding from other parts of western Canadu.159 In
ontario, the Hon. Herb Gray won control of a g2s million
package f.or smalr craft harbour projects which were

awarded directly through his office. Bob Dawson, at the
time sRcPP Director of project Monitoring services, today
says he "never did know how many small craft harbours were

buitt in ontario."160

The secretariat found itserf caught in the middle
of arl this political scrambling. Being associated with a

program that was gaining a reputation for undue poritical
infruences made the officials of the secretariat uneasy,

particurarry when the party doing the influencing was

facing an uphilt battre in the polrs. compounding this
concern was the fact that aIl members of the secretariat
were seconded from other departments, which meant their
sRcPP assignment was a temporary experience for them,

following which they h'oped to return to their originar
departments. If, however, they became too closely
associated with the agenda of a particular party they
might, especially if that party was defeated, be
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considered a riabirity to their home departments. A

position was guaranteed for these officials, but that
position may not be as attractive as the one they left.
ooft was a serious concernro' says Ian Galbraith, "your
source department might forget you and you,d end up being
hung out to dry, getting 3 sþ**** job. ,,161

A further complication for the secretariat was

that its responsible Minister quite clearly had a

political agenda of his own. ,'Mr. Johnston was on a

personal fast track" is how SRCpp Director of
communications Bob rrvine described the leadership
ambitions of the Hon. Donald J. Johnston.l-62 ,,He wourd

go the extra mile to brief Liberal Mps, to discuss with
them possible projects for their constituencies, or to
create public speaking opportunities for them, " Irvine
recarts.r63

Mr. Johnston dismisses the suggestion that his
Ieadership campaign in any way influenced project
serection or imprementation. 'The mechanics of the
program were well-established by the time serious pursuit
of the leadership began," maintains Mr. Johnstorr.l64

rndeed, the Minister's interest in briefing arr regional
caucuses of the party and in ensuring that arl Liberar Mps

received fuI1 briefing materiars about the sRCpp was

undoubtedry partisan but was not unusuar. There can be no

doubt that Mr. Johnston hoped the sRcpp would reflect
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welr on his management and poritical abilities, but there
is no suggestion that he influenced project serectíon to
cull leadership support. fndeed, the prime Minister
nominated Mr. Johnston as the Minister responsibre for the
SRCPP at least partly because of Johnston's

" squeaky-cIean, completely honourable image. 0,165

The expansion of political influence in the
development of the sRCpp was a disturbing if perhaps

inevitabre situation. Bob weese for one, a veteran of
"r"q1 politique", considered the political input in the
serection of projects and in affecting the regional
barance o'quite proper", given the nature of the sRcpp, and.

notes that the inf luence r.\ras 'rerativery minorn, in the
scope of the entire prog."*.166 rh. rearity of the
situation appears to be that almost any federal program is
subject to a certain amount of poriticar influence and the
fact that the sRCpp was not immune seems to offend or
surprise no one. Bob rrvine notes the secretariat ,,took

its political marching orders and tried to create a model

to meet them."167 The Secretariat did its best to
distance itself from finar project selection and tried to
achieve program goals no matter where the project was

located "

(b) The Communications plan

Developing and implementing the communication

strategy for the sRCpp was one of the most important and
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demanding functions of the secretariat. Nearry $z million
over the first three years of the program was devoted to
purchasing advertising space in the electronic and print
media, renting and constructing bilrboards and developing
other ideas for promoting the SRcpp.168

Bob rrvine was the individuar responsible for
carrying out this function. As he describes them, the
primary objectives of the sRcpp communications strategy
were to:

promote high visibility of the program
across the country;

ensure Iiaison and communication with
Members of Parliament concerning program andproject publicity;

ensure liaison and communication between thefederal and other levels of governments ororganizations concerning joint or thirdparty projectsi

co-ordinate with and supplement the
communications resources available within
departments in publicizing the program andprojects; and

provide advice, guidance and the tools
required by project managers to liaise with
the media and the community in publicizing
their respective projects.169

Yet from its inception, rrvine was facing an uphilr battre in
the campaign to develop a credible public image for the sRcpp.

The National press Gallery was very hostile to the

entire program. The $200 million added by Mr. Laronde to the

SRCPP virtually on the day of the Äpril 19th, I9B3 budget
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confirmed for many parriament Hirr reporters that this
program was just another empty, politicarly-motivated
desperate play by a dying government determined to win
over naive voters with their own money. The specific
claims made by the sRcpp for "no red tape¡ Do delays,,and
for "minimum six-month start-up time,, were considered to
be just more campaign rhetoric by the cynicar press corps.

rnitiar events seemed to confirm the national
media's suspicion. A decision had been taken by Mr.

Lalonde's Budget preparation sub-committee to pubrícize
the projects as soon as they received ppA, the earliest
approval stage on the road to final project
de1ivery.]-70 within thirty days of the April tgth
project launch, 270 such approvals were granted,

representing some #z.zs bitrior.lTl The secretariat
undertook to promote these projects, organizíng national
and rocal press conferences, arranging on-site project
launches complete with locar Mp, r€gionat Minister and

community dignitaries. Billboards went up advertising the
project, clearly indicating the SRCpp 1ogo, the
sponsorship of the government of canada and the amount of
money committed to the project (see Appendix I). This
promotional activity continued throughout the sunmer. The

Liberar Members of Partiament were instructed to play up

the program in their home riding and Ministers s¡ere asked

to make generous mention of the initiative in their
travels across Canada.
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And then something funny happened _ nothing.
Huge billboards stood proudly over vacant rots or empty

patches of rand for months. The Liberal politicians spoke

in wondrous terms about the benefits of the sRcpp, but no

one could see very much of anything going on. The reason,
of course, r^las obvious the projects had been announced

when they were still very much in the design phase, and it
wourd take several months before any physical changes on

site courd take pIace. rndeed, it was often discovered
that the site initially announced was inadequate for
severar reasons and the project wourd have to be moved.

To the casual observer it appeared that the sRCpp was

either a lot of hot air or very poorry planned. As Bob

rrvine noted, it was 'difficurt to generate waves ot
support for a solitary hole in the ground in saurt ste.
Marie."L72

This pattern of delay also underscored a serious
fraw in the entire speciar Recovery capital projects

Program. The initiative was poorry timed for effective
rapid introduction of major capital projects. rn their
haste to include the SRCpp concept in the Àpril, 1983

budget, program planners had either forgotten or
discounted some basic facts about the Canadian

construction industry. A six-month planning and

procurement stage was built into the program, but that
would mean the projects would be ready for actual
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construction in Iate faIl. For most projects, this meant

that no sooner had work begun on-site than it had to be

cancelled or curtailed because of winter. The resurt was

a $400 million shortfall in sRCpp spending in the first
year, from a budgeted fi725 miltion to an actual
expenditure of $gzg mil1iorr.173 *we had built what we

could indoors, such as floats for wharfs and much of the
high-tech equipment for the NRC, but much of this took
place outside the community of the project. There,

nothing was going on."].74

fn short, due to the timing of the budget, the
entire first sunmer of the program was devoted to
planning, not construction. The seasonar nature of the
construction industry would have dictated a pranning cycre
beginning in October or Novembér, l-gg2, íf major

construction of projects were to take advantage of the
summer of 1983. The program, as has been documented

above, was only itserf being developed at that time.
There crearly was no consideration given to the optimal

time to begin actual construction. Focus instead was on

the timing of the April budget and the need to promote a

counter-cyclicar investment device, regardless of its
immediate effectiveness. There was simpry no sufficient
long-term planning.

Regardless of the reasons, the national media

attacked the sRcPP during the summer of 1983. "ottawa's
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huge spending plans mostly promises* headlined the Toronto
star on August 29th, 1983, noting that construction had

actuarly begun on only thirteen program sites across
canada.l75 Federal excuses about time needed for
effective planning e¡ere noted, but the tone of the
articres was that the Trudeau government was trying to
puI1 another fast one.

The Secretariat had to cope with two other
factors in its development of an effective communications

strategy for the sRcpp. The first was the scandal of the
Local Employment rnitiatives program, introduced that same

sunìmer by the Minister of Employment and rmmigration, the
Hon. John Roberts. rt turned out the program consisted of
little more than the injection of severar thousand dortars
into the constituencies of Liberar Members of parriament

to create jobs for those werr-disposed friends of the
government. constituencies of the other Members of
Parliament received nothing .I76

To many observers there was no distinction
between a Liberal program Iike the Local Employment

Initiatives and a Liberal program like the SRCpp; both,
many felt, had a common bias toward Liberar constituencies
and were entirely poriticatly motivated. The ottawa

citizen ran an article on Jury 3oth, 19g3 headrined

"Liberar ridings win at handout time" which was bitterry
critical of the distribution of SRcpp projects .L77 The
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paper quoLes Progressive conservative reader Brian
Murroney as saying he was worried .,cape Breton rsland
might sink with the weight of arl the federal money,.

pumped irr.178 The articre outlined in detair how

Liberal ridings were receiving the rion,s share of sRCpp

funding and charged that the fast track procedures were

"perfect for a government that must carl an erection in
the spring of l9B5 .,'L79

The Secretariat found it very difficult to
respond effectively to these allegations. Details about

the project selection process were made public, and great
effort was taken to point out that some major projects
brere being mounted in the constituencies of opposition
Members of Parliament. The hostility and the doubt

remained, however, and the public image of the sRCpp was

seriousLy compromised.

The second factor which the secretariat had to
face involved a more analytical criticism of the program.

critics charged the sRCpp was not doing enough to create
jobs for canadians, indicating that the Liberal government

was not sensitive to the probrems of the unemployed. The

purpose of the program was infrastructure creation and the
depl-oyment of investment and not job creation, but the
government was determined not to be outfranked on this
sensitive issue in the countdown to an election. The

Secretariat was ordered to produce an employment impact
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study for each project and to chart how the u.ripple

effect'o of the sRcpp monies was creating jobs both on and

off. the actual project sites" Etaborate diagrams and

generous estimates of job creation were drawn up and

publicized (see A,ppendix J). The Hon. Donard J. Johnston
craimed the program would resurt in r00,000 new jobs over
the four year span of the program, but a macroeconomic

impact study commissioned by the secretariat and conducted

by rnformetrica later estimated the sRcpp wourd generate

no more than 4I,000 person years of employment from 1983

to tg|7.180 while these figures may not be

inconsistent, the latter estimate is the more meaningful
representation of lasting economic benefit from the
program.

For its part, the national media criticized the
sRcPP as an inefficient method of job creation, which

undoubtedly it was. Maclean's Magazine printed an articre
entitled o'The cost of Job-Making" in its March 2nð., r9B4

edition which challenged the economic benefits of the
progr"*.181 once again, the Secretariat produced

arguments to the contrary for Liberal politicians to
mount, but few appeared to be listening. The national
press corps had characterized the program in a certain
right to its or^rn satisf action and nothing apparentry could
persuade the reporters to change their slant on the story.
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C1everly, the Secretariat refrained from further
major efforts to influence the national image of the
program. The sRcpp communications strategy shifted gears

to emphasize what Bob rrvine described as a "bottom-up,,
approach to program promotion, focusing on the l0car
projects and the locar media.L82 This poricy was much

more effective and resulted in the first sustained
positive pubticity of the sRcpp. The resurt, however, was

the program virtually disappeared from nationar attention
and within a few months of its April, 1983 1aunch, the
sRCPP was familiar only as another vague government

program to most members of the electorate.
By the late faII of I9B3 the government was

becoming very frustrated by the poritical impact of the
sRcPP. Bob rrvine was summoned to a meeting of senator

Keith Davey's campaign preparedness committee on october
26th, 1983 to explain his cornmunications strategy and to
commensurate with the committee over the program's hostile
and cynical reception by the national media.183 ïona

Campagnola railed against the unfortunate slang of
"scRAPP" which had been branded on the program by the wags

of Ottawa and ordered everyone on the committee to
persuade others to refrain from its use. The Hon. serge

Joyal, Secretary of State, began his remarks by

procraiming that "to govern is to campaign" and stressed

the need to emphasize job creation, 'you can forget the
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national media unless you create half-a-mirrion jobs,,, he

declared and argued that no one understood the detairs of
the program such as fast-tracking. He suggested the name

of the program be dropped in favour of "Job creation
Projects". Senator Davey agreed that o'Special., is u,a

rousy word" and wondered o,r^rho in herr chose that lousy
name?" (rt was the Department of Finance. ) senator Jerry
Grafstein suggested a new campaign based on the theme of
u'canada and the private sector working Together for
Recovery" and concluded the program needed more t-shirts
and bigger bi1lboa.dr.184

The sum of the committee's wisdom was that the
SRCPP had faired as a politicat instrument because it did
not emphasize job creation and, despite the suggestions
tossed out, rittle could be done now to resurrect the
program. o'r was told to rent every billboard in Toronto,,

rrvine recalls before returning to his chosen policy of
emphasis on rocal projects.l85 The Davey committee

appeared to turn its attention elsewhere.

The communications strategy of the SRCpp was

subject to many factors beyond the control of the program

and to serious poritical influence. The initiative was

never designed to be a job creation program and efforts to
present it as one were futire. once the projects actualry
began construction and some activity was apparent, the

sRCPP was easier to promote and was received with more
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interest, but by that time the nationar media were focused

on topical concerns.

For his part, the Hon. Donald J. Johnston

wercomed any controversy surrounding the program because

it served to get his name in the papers. He had berieved
from the outset that the sRcpp wourd be a ,'one-day wond.er,'

because it was o'too abstract to get consistent media

attention. " 
186

On reflection the communications wing of the
secretariat proved to be remarkabry abre and flexible in
mounting a promotional campaign for the sRcpp. rt was a

complicated initiative to exprain and suffered much by its
association wiLh the too often werr-founded cynicism
generated by the final days of the Trudeau administration.
(c) The Consultants

Perhaps the most controversial aspect of the
secretariat's operations was the program Management

Advisory Group (PMAG). pMAG was the wing of the
secretariat responsibre for hiring consultants to go into
the various sRcPP host departments and report on the
progress of project management. Directed by Dave curling,
"hundreds and hundreds" of these consultants were hired
and sent out to the fie1d.187

Probrems arose when these consultants were given

conflicting instructions as to their responsibility and

authority. The secretariat's mandate was to advise and
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assist departments in implementing their projects to meet

program objectives. rt became apparent in the early
stages of the SRCpp, however, that the departments were

uneven in their ability to effectivery manage capital
projects. During the period between the ppA and the EpA

it was obvious that certain departments had miscalcurated
their ability to deriver some projects according to their
original timetable.',Serious slippages,, in program

delivery were anticipated, and the secretariat responded

by increasing its size to eighteen person-years and by

introducing a more sophisticated project-monitoring
procedure known as the Recovery Management rnformation
System (RecMrS) .188

RecMrs was designed to provide more detaired
information to the secretariat about the projects and to
assisL it in anticipating and resolving future probrems.

At the same time, a subtre change in attitude was

conveyed, apparently by Dave curling, to the consultants.
These outside project advisors became more aggressive in
demanding managerial responses by the departments.

"CurIing thought he was super-manager,,o recalls Bob

Dawson, "he and his people went in and told the
departments how to run their projects.'189 ptqAc reports
began to differ widery from the internar reports submitted
by the departments concerning management effectiveness and

areas of weakness. l90 Not surprisingly, tensions
developed 

"
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The departments, âlready dealing with the new

fast track procedures and the new reporting rines through
the secretariat now had to cope with private-sector
consultants telling them how weak their management skirls
were. rt was too much" The departments claimed that the
secretariat "was trying to usurp their function" says ran

Galbraith, "while aII we were trying to do was meet

program obj ectives . ,,191 Dawson describes it as ,,a

personality conflict; there was a Iot of bad feeling over
the consurtants, a few bad months" in the relationship
between the Secretariat and the departments .I92

The consensus among secretariat members appears

to be that Mr. curling was too demanding and not poritical
enough in his deatings with the departments. The probrem

$¡as particularry acute when consurtants went on-site to
review project progress with the rocar project manager.
oort was difficurt to get people in the field to feer a

part of the program, to appreciate the need to respect
sRcPP obj ectives, " notes Bob rrvine. 193 Dar^¡son f aurts
the departmentar sRcpp coordinators with failing to
adequatery communicate program goars and milestones to alr
the officials responsible for project delivery,
particularly in the regions .r94 The result was that
local department officiars particurarly resented the
intrusion of sRcPP mirestone-oriented efficiency experts.
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The PMAG system was necessary in keeping the
secretariat werl-informed and in encouraging the
departments to meet the objectives they themselves had
promised to respect. rts function, however, required tact
and diplomacy to effectively administer and these elements
were apparently lacking in this experience.

The Secretariat Concept: A Review

The role of the secretariat can be described as

the management of centrifugar force separate departments
with their separate agenda and authority had to be brought
together to meet a centrar, common government-wide goal.
The secretariat had to instill and foster a respect for an

accelerated rhythm of project delivery, to focus on the
big picture while being aware of the most minor obstacres.

The sRcpp Lessons Learned study indicates the
participating departments broadly support the coordinating
f unction of the secretariat, pârticurarly o'with regard to
reinforcing the priority and visibirity attached to the
program. "195 problems in the administration of the
sRcPP courd be minimized, the study concludes, by 'oclearry
defining and ensuring, âL the outset, acceptance of the
financiar and operating principres under which the program

will be manag.d.196

The Secretariat model proved to be a very
effective and necessary component of the SRCpp, so much so

that it is very difficult to imagine how the program could
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have been successfully mounted without it" The

secretariat provided focus for the fast track procedures

and translated the new management procedures into an

evorving course of action. perhaps most remarkably, the
secretariat proved itserf able to cope, within the limits
of its authority and the politicar circumstances of the
day, with the myriad circumstances which constantly
arose. rn responding to these circumstances and the
corresponding criticisms and influences which accompanied

them, the Secretariat continued to focus on and work

towards the firm goals estabrished by the program. rn so

doing, they emerged as true professionals and public
officials of the highest order.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion

The special Recovery capitar projec.ts program has

been examined in considerabre detail. particurar focus

has been devoted to the fast track procedures and the role
of the sRcPP secretariat. hthat emerges is a moder for
pubric priority management, a management tool designed to
facilitate the changing poritical agendas of government

while keeping to a minimum any compromise in effective
program control. It is a system designed for the way

governments reaIIy work, able to adapt to changing

political pressures while promoting its original goars.

centrar to the program's success in dearing with politicat
influences Ì{as the interaction of key personarities in
both promoting and guiding the concept. rt is important
now to turn to how the system ended and what ressons may

be learned from the SRCpp experiment in priority
management.

The trlind-Up

In September, L984 the progressive Conservative

Party won a majority of seats in the House of commons and

formed the new government of canada. High on the list of
objectives for this government was the curtairment of
pubric spending and the dismantling of any Liberar pork

barrers. The sRcPP appeared to be a key target on both

counts
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In fact, the SRCpp, ât least in terms of its
structure, was well on its way towards winding down. on
July lIth, rgï4 Jack Manion, secretary of the Treasury
Board, had written to R. v" Hession, Deputy Minister
responsible for the sRcpp, formarry requesting an

evaluation be made of the program and the fast track
procedures. Mr. Hession agreed and instructed ran
Galbraith to purr together a committee to decide on

reference points for the study. These points were agreed
on and a Draft preriminary Report was completed in
october , 1984. No further report was commissioned, and it
remains the sore government Lessons Learned study of the
sRcPP .]-97

rt was also one of the finar important acts of
the Secretariat. By the fall of 19g4, both the fast track
system and the secretariat had become forms without
function, tools of implementation which had Iargely
compreted its task. By that time virtuarly all sRcpp

projects had received their ppA and the course ráras well
set for the efficient compretion of most of the projects.
The fast track procedures, designed to speed approvals,
had served their function for most projects. The

secretariat concerned itserf with generarry routine
monitoring of projects" The speciar sub-committee of
Priorities and planning had been disbanded for some six
months, and the sRCpp was simply another agenda item of
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the Cabinet Committee on Economic and Regional
Development, also chaired by Mr. Johnston.19B The

sRcPP Board continued to meet every week, but Deputy

Ministers noer routinely sent less senio r oÍ.f.iciars as

their proxy in these discussions.199 Further, many of
the senior people in the secretariat such as Bob weese,

ran Garbraith and Bob rrvine had moved on to other
responsibilities 

"

Peter Conno1ly, formerly of the Hon. Herb Gray,s
office, became the last Executive Director of the sRcpp

secretariat in september , ]-994. He quickly rearized the
secretariat was "running at about r09" efficiency,, and was

a body with littre purpose or demand .200 Mr. Hession

concurred with this assessment and the secretariat slowry
became dismantled.

The new Conservative government obviously had

1ittIe interest in pursuing the program, and in October

1984 all sRcPP billboards, press announcements or logos

r^rere taken down.20l- rndividual projects remained, but
now there was no suggestion of a common government

initiative. For all public purposes, the SRCpp was gone.

'It just sort of petered out," says Bob Dawson,

who remained with the secretariat untir December, 19g4

when he joined Deputy Prime Minister Erik Neilsen.s Task

Force on Government Spending. "There was no reason to
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continue monitoring, because the Treasury Board could do

it just as weLr. The die was casL for meeting program

objectives .*2oz

There remained one brirliant political manoeuvre

to be prayed" one of the first acts of the new government

$ras to announce an Expenditure and program Review to
uncover waste and duplication in the government. The idea
lnras to do an initial scan of recent federal expenditures
to determine, essentially, how the Liberars had ,,r^rasted,,

pubric money. The conservatives considered the sRcpp ,,a

massive Liberal boon-doggIe,,, in the words of
Mr. connolly, and furty expected the program to be shaking
in its boots at the prospect of an official
investigation. Connolly, after checking with Hession,
immediatery wrote to this Task Force and offered up a list
of projects to be cancetted worth between $120 and $r¿o
mil1ion. The credibility o.f the program rose immeasurabry

in the eyes of the new government, and only some $SO

million worth of projects were actuarry terminated. The

projects offered were those which had the greatest degree

of poritical influence and were the most difficurt to
reconcile with the objectives of the SRCpp, such as a new

office building in Halifax or a Toxicology Research centre
at Guerph university.203 The cuts showed up in the Task

Force's report published in November, i-gg4.204
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å,fter that, the program was essentially left
alone. on December Ttlno 1984 the secretariat officially
disbanded.205 o' April l0th, I9g5, Treasury Board

circular 1985-23, 797096 officiarly terminated the fast
track procedur"".206 Frrt,r.. approvars wourd be

conducted consistent with the PEMS. The circular arso
served to cancer, in passing, the entire special Recovery
Program.2oT The jewer of the Aprir, r9g3 budget was noÌ^r

hi story.
The SRCPP Experience

The management of the speciar Recovery capital
Projects Program was charrenged to create an exception to
the Poricy and Expenditure Management system. The

government demanded a rapid introduction of a certain
program and a method had to be found which, while
satisfying this goa1, did not compromise the principle of
expenditure review. The result was a two-pronged approach

combining procedural streamrining with central monitoring
and encouragement. The money was spent, more quickly than

usuaI, and no apparent breach of quality, authority or
disbursements was realized.

By its very nature, the management system

utilized in the SRCpp could not o'replace.' the PEMS.

Fast-tracking was designed to accommodate priorization,
which meant some projects gained while others suffered.
In sum, the SRCPP experience demonstrated what can be
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accomplished when, Eìs Bob weese describes it, "you have

political wilI clearly expressed, demanding a certain
response f rom the system.,.2oB

The principar flaw of the sRCpp was that it was

introduced too late into the economy. carr sonnen,

vice-President and senior Economist of rnformetrica and

co-author of its study into the macroeconomic impact of
the sRcPP asks why the Department of Finance didn't
predict the downward trend in private sector investment in
l-982-83 sooner? "The program eras initiated about a year
too late to accomplish alr the goars the government had

for it," says sonnen, "rater capital investments tikely
were squeezed out and the approximately $z.s billion
injected into the economy eras simply not enough to
influence a private sector turnaround.,2o9 stil1,
sonnen comments he "didn't have to grit my teeth to write
a favourable report,oo about the sRcpp noting that ,,yes, it
made the economy bigger (0.3% increase to GNp,

representing a cumulative increase of about $oro million
in the period rgf,3-B7zto), didn't cause much inflation
(the consumer's price rndex is expected to be increased by

onty o.zeo by I9BB because of the progr.*211) and erred
substantially onry in launching the special Recovery Tax

too early in the period of sustained recovery.o,2I2

The program itself could almost certainly have

been better managed if there had been more Lead time to
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America in Ruins three

maj or counter-cyctical
expenditures:
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Choate and Susan Walter tist in
substantial improvements for any

programs involving capital

Stand-by authorities: a clear management
plan welI understood and accepted by allparticipants which would serve to implement
the program;

A backloq of projects: The identification
of the quantum of projects available which
would serve both counter-cycIicaI purposes
and long-term national and locaI
development; and

The stockpilinq of material and equipment:
Through the creation of new purchasing
techniques which would alIow warehousing ofprimary materigls for initial project
constructi6rr. 213

These suggestions wourd serve to facititate the
introduction of any major capitar expenditure and could be

structured to be sensitive to regional concerns and

interests. The improvements were accepted and recommended

by Bob Weese, Bob Dawson, fan Gatbraith and Harry

swain .2r4

Yet the government must first commit itself to
the policy of counter-cyclical intervention. This would

appear to be an unlikely initiative from a progressive

conservative administration, though it might be seriously
considered if proved theoretically sound. unfortunately,
there has been no government fo1low-up analysis on the

SRCPP, save the relatively modest Secretariat Lessons

Learned paper and the fnformetrica impact study. Neither

1.

2"

3.
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the Department of Finance nor the Treasury Board has

commissioned an examination of a program that in r9B3 hras

the cornerstone of the budget, ân initiative supported
with #2.4 billion in taxpayer,s money.

Today, however, the SRCpp is virtually a

forgotten program in ottawa. rt was an initiative of a

previous administration in which the current government

has little interest. The bureaucrâcy, ever-sensitive to
such signals, has moved on to the contemporary crop of
programs. Even the Hon. Donard ,.7. Johnston, once the head

of the SRCPP, recalls chief Iy ',being a captive of the
process, more and more dependent on program officials,' for
information and advice.2l-5 rn short, the SRCpp was like
most government programs, with rittle to distinguish it
from all the others.

The SRCPP tegacy today is chiefly felt in the
Department of. suppry and services through the influence of
R. v. Hession. rn December, r9g3 the department raunched

a study calred the Annual procurement plan and strategy
(APPS)" The concept has two objectives:

-to encourage a broader interdepartmental search for
new economic and regional development opportunities
through the purchase of goods and services; and

-to ensure that these are brought to Cabinet's
attention in the çg4text of strategic
alternatives. 216
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The department plans to publish a paper every
year describing the government's current spending patterns
and describing methods to improve Lhem or better use them

to support federal economic initiatives. rn a modest wây,

this plan lends substance to the suggestions of choate and

walter" The Neilsen Task Force on Government Expenditures

studied the concept to improve the contracting-out
opportunities for the government and the private sector,
though few tangible changes have emerged .2I7

The sRcPP and its management styre is a testament

to the flexibility of government, if the crear poritical
commitment is articurated. For Ray Hession and others,
this program was an opportunity to demonstrate how the
government can better deliver its commitments, how it can

improve on its rigid structures and time goa1s. For the
present, the principal legacy of the SRCpp is the proof

that such an undertaking can be mounted, can be

implemented, can be made to work. whether such a resson

wiII be soon utilized remains to be seen.

2637I
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CASH FL0t,t _(Both curr-ent A-Bùse provision and Âccelerated C¿sh Flor.¡'-.,*
l98l/ãó lg8a/n:
J.nsrt 196¿ tol - ¡ lfir,OOO 6. t pclro! ,É!r, J¿no¡ry !9ðJ tof _ i I(Þ,OOO ó., parton ,roÚl!Èru¿ry 198/. lOt - gOO,OOO ZO.l pc¡¡on ,e¡r¡ ro¡.r..y--fg¡S lqi _ ' íuã,Ooo ?O.l pqrtôn ,€¡riR:rch r98Á ¿ot ' r.2oo,ofx' ró.! pcrron vcrtr x..i¡ 1ic: ¡ói - r.iõã.ooo ¡6.E ncrroû vr5r,ÁÞr1¡ r9sa ¿0r - 6o{t,ooo lJ.¿ p.r¡on rc¡.r 

^pr(r 1965 ¡ó¡ - "iãã.0* rJ.å errrcq,É¡r!
loc¡¡ ¡1.{XXt,OfXt

spEc r F 1 c ExpEit0 r runE AUTHOR r Ty REQU r R r9 nr r¡E_I-!llE__!-u_!!-g! n_E
-P RûTEED-ïõ'-ffiSSì-851T¡¡ÃT=E : - --:==-::::-i-

NIL

ASStSsr,lEÌtf 0F poL r uy r ssurs/ r N f ER DEPARTHENT4!_Iss!E5_I_!I_1$ j-:

n/¿

,

Shorrld EItr.sc pç61c,.1s .bu ;r¡r¡rrovcrl . il uorllcl ù¡;¡blc Elrc .\rrcltor[!v
¡) tlo us¡¡ s'Ic. l¡:¡s bcun,lut'errcd du,: co cl¡u f!n.arrct;rI

rca cra tnE prr)r;r;¡n.

b) c:cch up sfEh ics concrctc rc3¡of:¡cfon prograo,
c) puC th,J 50-yc¡! .rrl itr,Í.curo ln ¡ s¡rfe operacft¡g condl!forr.
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POLICIES AND EXPENDITURES PLANNING CYCLE

T{D IX

September:
(1st, month)

Sept emb e r-Decembe r:
(lst to 4t,h month)

J a nua r-y-Ma nch :
(5th to 7rh monrh)

Apri I -June:
(Bth to 10th monrh)

September:
(]zth month)

0ctobe r-December:
(13th to 15th month)

Feb rua ry :
(17th month)

Apri ì 1st:

The committee on Priorities and pìanning estab'lishesthe geneiaì orientation of poricies and bridget based oninformation concerning economic perspectiväs .from theDepartmenl of Finan-ceu expense forecists from TreasuryBoard, and sectorial. perspectives from the cabinet
Poì icy Committees.

Guìdelines concerning pìanning of enve'lopes by cabinet
P9l icy commitiees. central agencies ' such as the
Mi ni stry of sÈate for soci ar oevãl opment and Econo¡nic
Deveiopment and.the privy council suppìies cabineL,
Committees with the necessãry information.

Departments prepare g'lobaì strategies and implenenta-tion pìans.

cabinet, Poìicy committees examine Department,s globalstrategy and rreasury Board examì'nes operaiional
pì ans -

committee on Priorities and prannÍng confirms projecÈs
and policy orientations. Final adjuitments are made
i f necess'ary.
Treasury Board examines and approves Departments,
ly¿ggt expenditures which are then senr to cåbinet forfinal approval

Tabling of the MaÍn Estimates,

Starl of new fiscal y"u."

Sou rces : Government of canada, Guide to_lellsrlxpendjtures qnd l.lanagementSystem, Supply anO ser

and

Counciì, polÌcy
p, 18.

Government of Canada u 
' Offi ce of the privy

, March lg8l;
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SPECTAL RECOVERY CAPITAL PROJECTS SECRITARIAT

OUTLINE BUDGET

1981-84 T0 1985-86

$000

1 981-84 1 984-8 5

Salaries and Wages

- Salaries

- Bilingual Bonus

- 0vertime

- EmpJ.oyee Benefits
Sub-Tot al

TraveL and Communications

I n format ion

ProÍessional and Special Services

Rent als

Utilities MateriaL and Supplies

ALl olher

Capital

5 ub-to t al

Total

Person-years

)t)

581

745

BO

1 ,456

"-- 25

114

)t)

1 985-86

513

595

80

706

25

114

6A6B68

581581

595

80

706

25

114

100

2,52O

3,101

10

1 ,5?.O

7 ?1O1

10

1,52O

z,101

'10
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speiceaux
de neåemçe
Améliorations à l'aéroport
de Sl-Hubert

3,5 millions S

Government ol Caneda

Speceæå
ffieeowery
Frojeats
St.Hubert Airoort
lmPlovements

S3.5 million
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TABLE No. Z

DIRECT EMPLOYMENT IMPACT

- CONSTRUCTION AND ðJATERIALS

Person Years of

projecr Location cost .";n:ï1i"¡:"i;
(apProved
funding)

(g miilions)

Pacific Forest Research Centre - Victoria, B.C. L4.O l8O
Construction of addition to the existing
structure and other alterations

Federal office Building -Restoration and vancouver, B.C. 4z.o 550
renovation of heritage building at
Vancouver City Block l5

Airport improvements - Construction of Kamloops, B.C. 6.6 still being
new air terminal complex, expansion of calculated -
parking facilities, strengthening of
aircraft parking apron

Prairie Regional Laboratory -Expansion Saskatoon, 6.0 140
of NRC Prairie Regional Laboratory Sask"
building to house the western centre of
the national biotechnology program

Four-laning of Trans-canada Highway Banff, Alta. i0.0 gL j
from Minnewanka Traffic Circle to
Sunshine Village Access Road

Harbourfront - Construction of parking Toronto, Zq.7 34A
tarage, marina pier, waterfront Ontario
promenade, development of open and
green areas, refurbishment of heritage
structures, contribution toward
development of an arts centre
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